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CANYON COUNTY CLl:RK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BOB HENRY, an individual, Case No. '-°'1 ) " - 5 \, \ '\l 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JOHN BUJAK, a public official; CANYON 
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S 
OFFICE, a public agency, and CANYON 
COUNTY, a public agency 
Defendants. 
PETITION PURSUANT TO IDAHO 
CODE § 9-343 TO COMPEL 
PRODUCTION OF PUBLIC 
RECORDS 
Bob Henry ("Henry" or "Plaintiff'), through his undersigned counsel ofrecord, brings 
this Complaint and Petition against Defendants John Bujak ("Bujak"), Canyon County 
Prosecuting Attorney's Office ("Prosecuting Attorney's Office"), and Canyon County 
("County"): 
I. PARTIES 
l. Plaintiff Henry, is and at all times relevant hereto has been, an individual residing 
in the City of Nampa, within Canyon County, Idaho. 
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2. Defendant Bujak is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a public official, the 
elected Canyon County Prosecutor. On information and belief, Bujak resides in Canyon County. 
3. Defendant Prosecuting Attorney's Office is, and at all times relevant hereto has 
been, a public agency and governmental department of Canyon County, Idaho and organized and 
existing under and by virtue of the laws of the state ofldaho. The principal place of business of 
the Defendant Prosecuting Attorney's Office is 1115 Albany Street, Caldwell, ID 83605. 
4. Defendant County is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a governmental 
department and public agency. 
5. Bujak, the Prosecuting Attorney's Office, and the County are collectively referred 
to as "Defendants". 
6. Upon information and belief, the records, or some part thereof, sought pursuant to 
this petition are located in Canyon County. 
II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
7. Jurisdiction and venue are proper in this matter pursuant to Idaho Code Section 9-
343 and I.R.C.P. Rule 13(a). Further, the events giving rise to this dispute occurred in Canyon 
County. The parties reside and maintain their principal places of business in Canyon County. 
III. GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
A. Contract Between Prosecuting Attorney's Office, Canyon County, and City Of 
Nampa 
8. In May of 2008, Bujak was elected to the position of Canyon County Prosecuting 
Attorney. Since approximately January of 2009, Bujak has served as the Canyon County 
Prosecuting Attorney. 
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9. In or around March of 2009, the City of Nampa issued a Request for Proposal for 
City Prosecuting Attorney Function ("Nampa RFP"), soliciting bids for the handling ofNampa's 
prosecutorial functions. 
10. On or about April 16, 2009, the Canyon County Board of Commissioners 
("Board") adopted Resolution No. 09-064. Pursuant to Resolution No. 09-064, the Board 
resolved that "Prosecuting Attorney John Bujak, on behalf of Canyon County and the Canyon 
County Prosecuting Attorney's Office, may submit a proposal in response to [the Nampa RFP]." 
(A true and correct copy of Resolution No. 09-064 is attached hereto as Exhibit "A") (emphasis 
added). 
11. Bujak submitted a proposal responding to the Nampa RFP on behalf of the 
County and the Prosecuting Attorney's Office. Bujak did not submit the proposal in his 
individual capacity. Nampa accepted the County's proposal. 
12. On or about July 6, 2009, the Board, on behalf of the County, Buj_ak, on behalf of 
the Prosecuting Attorney's Office, and Mayor Tom Dale ("Dale"), on behalf of Nampa, executed 
a Prosecution Services Term Agreement ("PST Agreement"). (A true and correct copy of the 
PST Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit "B"). 
13. Pursuant to the PST Agreement, Nampa agreed to pay the County $598,357.88 
per year for prosecution services. Under the PST Agreement, Nampa agreed to pay the contract 
funds to the County Auditor in monthly installments of $49,863.15. 
14. On or about September 8, 2009, Mayor Dale, on behalf of Nampa, and Bujak, on 
behalf of the Prosecuting Attorney's Office, signed an Amendment to the PST Agreement ("First 
Amendment"). The Board did not sign the First Amendment. (A true and correct copy of the 
First Amendment is attached hereto as Exhibit "C"). 
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15. The First Amendment purported to change the recipient of Nampa's payments. 
Specifically, the First Amendment removed the County Auditor as the recipient of funds and 
inserted Bujak as the recipient. The result being that the monthly payments of $49,863.15 were 
diverted from the County treasury and, instead, were funneled into a personal bank account held 
by Bujak ("Bujak Bank Account"). 
16. On or about September 2, 2009, Nampa paid Bujak $145,056.44 for legal services 
provided by the County for the months of July, August and September 2009. (A true and correct 
of Accounts Payable record from City of Nampa for period of September 2009 through March 8, 
2010 is attached hereto as Exhibit D ). Bujak deposited the $145,056.44 into the Bujak Bank 
Account. 
17. On or about September 11, 2009, an independent auditor issued a letter to the 
Board objecting to the payment of funds directly to the Bujak Bank Account; the independent 
auditor wrote that the funds paid by Nampa should be deposited with the Canyon County 
Auditor. Likewise, on September 15, 2009, the County Clerk/Auditor and the County Treasurer 
jointly issued a letter to the Board citing Idaho Code Section 31-2119 and stating that the funds 
from the PST Agreement with Nampa should be deposited into the County treasury, not into the 
Bujak Bank Account. (True and correct copies of the letters are attached collectively hereto as 
Exhibit "E"). 
18. On or about October 6, 2009, the Board approved Resolution No. 09-211. (A true 
and correct copy of Resolution No. 09-211 is attached hereto as Exhibit "F"). 
19. Pursuant to Resolution No. 09-211, the Board declared that Bujak can "realize no 
financial advantage from his provision of prosecutorial service to [Nampa] ... " Further, 
Resolution No. 09-211 acknowledged that Bujak and Nampa have amended the PST Agreement 
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to provide for payment directly to "the City Prosecuting Attorney" and stated that "Canyon 
County will bill the Nampa prosecuting attorney for his use of any county resources devoted to 
the prosecution of Nampa misdemeanors and infractions." 
20. On or about November 4, 2009, Bujak, on behalf of the Prosecuting Attorney's 
Office, and Mayor Dale, on behalf of Nampa, signed a Second Amendment to the PST 
Agreement ("Second Amendment"). (A true and correct copy of the Second Amendment is 
attached hereto as Exhibit "G"). The Board did not sign the Second Amendment. 
21. During the period of September 2009 through March 2010, Nampa paid Bujak 
$344,509.04 for prosecutorial services provided by the County. (A true and correct copy of the 
City ofNampa's Accounts Payable to Vendor John Bujak is attached here to as Exhibit "H"). 
On information and belief, Bujak deposited the $344,509.04 into the Bujak Bank Account. 
22. Based on Auditor's Certificates obtained for the same time period, September 
2009 through March 2010, Bujak only reimbursed the County $135,637.14, as itemized below:. 
Date: Certificate No. Amount: 
09/16/09 094462 $9,815.32 
09/22/09 094549 $9,839.87 
10/02/09 100019 $17,166.96 
11/10/09 100483 $1,935.42 
11/10/09 100484 $9,642.92 
11/17/09 100569 $9,574.64 
11/25/09 100686 $9,642.95 
12/16/09 100953 $9,574.81 
01/21/10 101381 $19,214.78 
02/09/10 101671 $19,214.76 
03/09/10 102068 $9,574.83 
03/12/10 102136 $10,439.88 
$135,637.14 
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23. On information and belief, Bujak's reimbursements to the County were 
withdrawn from the Bujak Bank Account. (A true and correct copy of April 5,2010 letter from 
Canyon County Treasurer and attached Auditor's Certificates is attached as Exhibit "I"). 
24. Based on the Auditor's Certificates for the period of September 2009 through 
March 8,2010, the difference between the sums paid by Nampa into the Bujak Bank Account 
and sums paid from the Bujak Bank Account to Canyon County is $208,871.90. 
25. The County only authorized Bujak to contract with Nampa "on behalf of Canyon 
County and the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office". (Exhibit A) (emphasis added). 
Given that Bujak was not authorized by the County to contract with Nampa, in his individual 
capacity, Bujak did not have any personal ownership interest in the funds paid by Nampa. The 
funds were public monies owned by the County. 
26. The County and/or the Prosecuting Attorney's Office, public agencies, provided 
the legal services to Nampa under the PST Agreement. In tum, the fees paid by Nampa for those 
services are public funds. 
27. Bujak has used and is using the Bujak Bank Account to conduct and administer 
public funds and to conduct the business of the public. 
28. Despite repeated public records requests (as set forth below), Henry has never 
been provided with documents which reflect the disposition of the $208,871.90 of excess public 
funds apparently placed into the Bujak Bank Account used to administer the public funds. 
B. Defendants Wrongly Withheld Public Records 
29. Between March and April of 2010, Henry made three public records requests 
related to the PST Agreement and the Bujak Bank Account. 
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30. On or about March 5, 2010, Henry made a public records request to Canyon 
County seeking information and documents relating to the PST Agreement between Canyon 
County and Nampa ("First Request"). (A true and correct copy of First Request is attached 
hereto as Exhibit "J"). 
31. On or about March 15, 2010, Henry received a letter from Samuel B. Laugheed 
("Laugheed") of the Prosecuting Attorney's Office ("Response to First Request") responding to 
the March 5 Request. (A true and correct copy of the Response to First Request (without 
attachments) is attached hereto as Exhibit "K") 
32. In the Response to First Request, Laugheed writes: 
[p ]er the competitively bid contract between Mr. Bujak and the 
City of Nampa, periodic payments are tendered from [Nampa] to 
Mr. Bujak in consideration of his provision ofprosecutorial 
service. Those payments are deposited in a non-County account 
[sic], which is then drawn upon to pay for office supplies and other 
'overhead' items to the CCPA Nampa annex. After those 
payments, along with the Prosecutor's Office salary adjustments 
that are funded by the contract, are subtracted, Mr. Bujak 
essentially donates the remaining balance to the County for deposit 
into general fund. 
A description of the arrangement in the form of a mathematical 
equation would be: (Nampa Payments)-(CCPA Salary bumps+ 
Nampa annex overheard expenses)= (Amount to general fund). 
( emphasis added) 
33. In the Response to First Request, the Prosecuting Attorney's Office attached some 
responsive documents but failed to provide any documents relating to the Bujak Bank Account 
(including documents evidencing "donations" from Bujak to the general fund) and failed to 
provide any documents relating to payments for Nampa annex overhead or other non-salary 
expenditures. 
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34. In the Response to First Request, the Prosecuting Attorney's Office also failed to 
provide any documents, such as budgets and expenditure documents, evidencing Bujak's 
implementation of the arrangement represented by Laugheed in mathematical form. 
35. On March 18, 2010, Henry made a second public records request ("Second 
Request") reiterating his desire to obtain pertinent financial records. (A true and correct copy of 
the Second Request is attached hereto as Exhibit "L"). 
36. In the Second Request, Henry more specifically requested accounting information 
"like ledgers, copies of bank statements, copies of source documents that show the flow of 
payments from the City of Nampa to any intermediary accounts and, finally, to the County 
Treasurer." 
37. In response to Henry's Second Request, the Prosecuting Attorney's Office sent 
Henry a letter dated March 23, 2010 attaching copies of certain Auditor's Certificates 
("Response to Second Request"). (A true and correct copy of the Response to Second Request is 
attached hereto as Exhibit "M"). 
38. In the Response to the Second Request, the Prosecuting Attorney's Office stated: 
No records meeting the parameters of this request exist. 
Specifically, neither the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's 
Office nor the Canyon County Board of Commissioners-the 
entities to which your request was apparently directed-have created 
or retained any documentation such as ledgers, bank statements, or 
source documents that show the flow of payments from the City of 
Nampa to any intermediary accounts and finally to the county 
treasurer. 
39. In the Response to the Second Request, the Prosecuting Attorney's Office did not 
provide any records regarding the activity in or related to the Bujak Bank Account, any 
documents evidencing the flow of all funds related to the PST Agreement, or any documents 
evidencing the arrangement Laugheed had represented in mathematical form. 




40. On April 1, 2010, Henry hand delivered to the Board a third, yet again more 
specific, public records request ("Third Request"). (A true and complete copy of the Third 
Request (without enclosures) is attached hereto as Exhibit "N"). Henry copied Bujak, the 
County Treasurer, and the County Clerk on the Third Request. 
41. The Third Request specifically requested the following five categories of 
information: 
1. Copies of all ledgers, bank statements, checks, and all other 
records evidencing the transfer of all funds into and out of the 
'non-county account' into which Mr. Bujak deposits the 
prosecuting funds he receives from Nampa from July 2009 through 
this letter's date. I make this request regardless of whether such 
records are in the custody or control of Canyon County, Mr. Bujak, 
or any third party financial institution. 
2. Copies of all ledgers, bank statements, checks, and all other 
records evidencing the transfer of all funds into and out of any 
account or depository of any kind into which the funds paid by 
Nampa are, or have ever been, deposited from July 2009 through 
this letter's date. I make this request regardless of whether such 
records are in the custody or control of Canyon County, Mr. Bujak, 
or any third party financial institution. 
3. All documentation that sets forth deposits of funds paid by 
Nampa for prosecution services into the County's General Fund 
from July 2009 through this letter's date. Specifically, I would like 
to see documents evidencing the dates these payments were 
received by the County, the source ofrevenue, the amounts 
deposited, and the identity of the individual who deposited the 
funds. 
4. Auditor's Certificates for the months of July, August, 
September, and October of 2009 that reflect payments received 
into any Canyon County account in connection with Nampa 
prosecuting services. Specifically, I would like to see documents 
evidencing the dates these payments were received by the County, 
the County, the source of revenue, the amounts deposited, and the 
identity of the individual who deposited the funds. 
5. All documents necessary or relevant to determine they are 
necessary to calculate the actual figures, from July 2009 through 
this letter's date, that are necessary to calculate the "mathematical 
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equation" described in Mr. Laugheed letter of March 15,2010 as 
follows: "(Nampa payments) - (CCPA salary bumps+ Nampa 
annex overhead expenses)= (Amount to general fund)." 
42. In response to the Third Request, Henry received a letter dated April 1, 2010 from 
the County Clerk ("Clerk's Response to Third Request"), attaching documents responding only 
to category number 4 of Henry's Third Request. (A true and correct copy of the Clerk's 
Response to the Third Request is attached hereto as Exhibit "O"). 
43. The Clerk's Response to the Third Request enclosed all Auditor's Certificates 
reflecting money deposited from Bujak into Canyon County's account from August 2009 
through February 2010 but did not enclose information regarding the Bujak Bank Account or any 
documents responsive to categories 1, 2, 3, and 5 of Henry's Third Request. 
44. The Clerk's Response to the Third Request failed to satisfy the requirements of 
Idaho Code Section 9-339(4). 
45. In response to the Third Request, Henry received a letter dated April 5, 2010 from 
the County Treasurer attaching copies of Auditor's Certificates relating to funds received by the 
County from Bujak. ("Treasurer's Response to Third Request"). (A true and correct copy of the 
Treasurer's Response to Third Request is attached hereto as Exhibit "P"). The Treasurer's 
Response to Third Request did not provide any documentation regarding the Bujak Bank 
Account or any documents responsive to items 1, 2, 3, and 5 of Henry's Third Request. 
46. The Treasurer's Response to Third Request failed to satisfy the requirements of 
Idaho Code Section 9-339(4). 
47. On April 15, 2010, Henry emailed Dave Ferdinand ("Ferdinand"), a 
Commissioner on the Board, regarding the fact that Henry did not receive a response to his Third 
PETITION PURSUANT TO I.C. 9-343 TO COMPEL PRODUCTION OF PUBLIC RECORDS 
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Request from the Prosecuting Attorney's Office or from the Board. On that same date, 
Ferdinand suggested that Henry call Bujak. 
48. Shortly after April 15, 2010, Henry had a telephone conversation with Bujak to 
discuss the fact that no documents had been provided regarding the Bujak Bank Account or 
provided regarding categories 1, 2, 3, and 5. 
49. During the telephone conversation, Bujak stated that payment was made directly 
to him because the Nampa City Council wanted it that way. Bujak also confirmed the public 
nature of the Bujak Bank Account, stating that the funds in the Bujak Bank Account are used "to 
pay the other expenses associated with the Nampa Prosecutor's Office, the high-speed internet, 
the suppliers over at Nampa and the other things that the Nampa Prosecutor's Office needs to 
operate." 
50. During the telephone conversation with Henry, Bujak stated that the Bujak Bank 
Account is a personal account and that "how I spend money that's in a trust account that's a non-
county account, that's not something that's subject to a public records request." 
51. During the telephone conversation, Bujak also confirmed that, at the end of fiscal 
year 2009, he did not make any payment to the County general fund of excess funds from the 
PST Agreement. 
52. On or about April 20, 2010, Bujak e-mailed Henry regarding the public records 
requests ("Bujak E-mail"). (A true and correct copy of the Bujak E-mail is attached hereto as 
Exhibit "Q"). 
53. In the Bujak E-mail, Bujak provided a copy of a court ruling which he believed 
relevant and also expressed suspicion that there "may be ulterior motives" behind Henry's public 
records requests and asserted that Bujak's "office has provided [Henry] with all of the public 
PETITION PURSUANT TO LC. 9-343 TO COMPEL PRODUCTION OF PUBLIC RECORDS 
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records related to the Nampa Contract, even information in the County's possession which you 
did not specifically request." 
54. In violation of Idaho Code Section 9-339, Henry did not receive any written 
response to his Third Request from either the Prosecuting Attorney's Office or the Board. 
55. The Bujak Bank Account is used in the conduct and administration of public 
business. 
56. Documents relating to the Bujak Bank Account and documents responsive to 
Henry's Third Request constitute writings containing information relating to the conduct or 
administration of the public's business. 
57. Documents relating to the Bujak Bank Account and documents responsive to 
Henry's Third Request were prepared, owned, used or retained by a state agency, public official, 
independent public body corporate and politic or local agency. 
58. On information and belief, documents relating to the Bujak Bank Account and 
documents responsive to Henry's Third Request are under the control of Bujak and/or other 
members of the Prosecuting Attorney's Office. 
59. Henry has never received any documents reflecting all ledgers, bank statements, 
checks, and all other records evidencing the transfer of all funds into and out of the Bujak Bank 
Account. 
60. Henry never received any documents reflecting any donations from Bujak into 
Canyon County's general fund. 
61. Henry never received any documents responsive to items 1, 2, 3 and 5 of his 
Third Request. 




(REQUEST TO COMPEL PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE SECTION 9-343) 
62. Plaintiff reasserts and realleges all of the allegations set forth herein in paragraphs 
1 to 62. 
63. The Prosecuting Attorney's Office and the County are public agencies under 
Idaho Code Section 9-337(11). 
64. Bujak is a "public official" pursuant to Idaho Code Section 9-337(12). 
65. Idaho Code Section 9-338(1) provides that "[e]very person has a right to examine 
and take a copy of any public record of this state and there is a presumption that all public 
records in Idaho are open at all reasonable times for inspection except as otherwise expressly 
provided by statute." 
66. Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 9-337(13), a public record includes, but is not 
limited to, "any writing containing information relating to the conduct or administration of the 
public's business prepared, owned, used or retained by any state agency, independent public 
body corporate and politic or local agency regardless of physical form or characteristics." 
67. A document need not be retained by an agency or official to qualify as a public 
record and to be subject to public disclosure. 
68. All public records are open for examination unless expressly exempted by statute. 
69. The documents sought by Henry are subject to and are not exempt from public 
disclosure. 
70. Idaho Code Section 9-338 mandates that the custodian of public records cannot 
make inquiry of any person seeking the public records at issue in this case. 




71. By writing that Henry was seeking public records at issue based on an ulterior 
motive and by indicating that Henry was somehow seeking the records at issue for an improper 
purpose, Defendants violated Idaho Code Section 9-338. 
72. Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 9-338(9), a state agency is expressly prohibited 
from preventing examination of a public record by contracting with a nongovernrnental body to 
perform any of its duties or functions. The public has a right to view and inspect records relating 
to the public's business regardless of whether those documents are kept or retained by the public 
agency. 
73. Idaho Code Section 9-339(3) requires that written denial of a public records 
request must be provided to the requesting individual within 10 days. 
74. Defendants failed to provide a written denial to Henry's Third Request within 10 
days. 
75. Defendants have refused to provide information relating to the Bujak Bank 
Account and responsive to categories 1, 2, 3, and 5 of the Third Request without valid 
justification. 
76. Defendants have frivolously refused to provide information relating to the Bujak 
Bank Account and responsive to categories 1, 2, 3, and 5. 
77. This petition has been filed within one hundred eighty (180) calendar days from 
the date of mailing of the notice of denial or partial denial by the public agency or independent 
public body corporate and politic. 
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IV. ATTORNEY FEES 
Under applicable Idaho law, including, but not limited to, Idaho Code Section 9-343 
other relevant statutory provisions, the private attorney general doctrine, and other common law, 
Henry is entitled to recover its costs and attorney fees incWTed in bringing this action. 
V. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Henry prays for judgment against Defendants as follows: 
1. Defendants be compelled to provide all documents relating to the Bujak Bank 
Account and all documents responsive to categories 1, 2, 3, and 5 in Henry's Third Request; 
2. Defendants be required to keep all documents or records in question until the end 
of the appeal period, until a decision has been rendered on the petition, or as otherwise statutorily 
provided, whichever is longer; 
3. Henry be awarded all attorney's fees and costs incWTed in bringing this petition; 
recover judgment against Defendants for the full amount of Henry's costs and attorney fees 
incurred in this matter; and 
4. That the Court grant Henry such other and further relief as the Court deems just 
and proper under Idaho Code Section 9-343. 
) ... 
DATED this it day of May, 2010. 
4824519_1.DOC 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
ByU·~ 
Erik F. Stidham, of the firm 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Bob Henry 






,•• ___________ ,c,t;,;;~1·----------.... -.:::._~ 
U:SOLUI10NNO. ~ 
A RISOLU110N or CANYON COUNTY, mABo AUTBOIUZING CANYON 
COv:NTY .PROS&CV'l1NGATl'ORNEY'S OfflCE TO SUBMIT PROPOSAL 
TO TBK CITY OJ'NAMPA ODDING MVNICIPAL PROSECOTORUL 
SIRVICE AND S'tATDIINT OP SUPPORT 
Tho tollowini Rlaoludon WIii considered and adoptec! by tho Canyon County, 
Idaho Board ofCommiufonen on the ~day of Q f'• Q. , , 2009, 
~11,om:t~tbo~~-~:-by 
WIDUAS, Idaho C!:odo f 3J-801 grmdl gcaera1 powers and dudes, subject to 
the tellddiom of law, to dHI Boarda of County Commiaslonera in tbcia mpcotm 
coumiel; and 
WBBREAS, Idaho Code f 31-828 anmta the Doud autho.rity '-.0 do ad pedblm 
all other acts ... which may be neceaary to tbe full discharge of the duties oftbe cbiaf 
~ authority of 1be county government", and 
WHEREAS, Idaho Code §I 67-2327 and 67-2332 llllthorize counties and cttm to 
eatr:r into inJen&ency ~ Jbr 1be pa:fwtndJJCl!I of services authorized by law; ad 
WJIEREAs, tbe City of Nampa bu isaued a.RcqlJest for Propo,aJa fir the 
,PIOlilOCUCion of mfbctiom and :mfadmneanol'I OCCUlrina within Its municipal limits In 
acamdlmce with Idaho Code f S~208.A(2); 111d 
WBEREAS, ldabo Code t 31-3113 pnwidca tbat "[p),:oseoating 111101De11, with 
the unanimous approval of the board of.coumy commissioners ..• may contmct wi1b any 
city within the county to proaecoto noncootlicdng mlademeanon and infraetioni'; 11111 
WBBREAS, the Boazd is familiar wi1h Proaecutmg Attomey 1olm Bqjat"s 
philoaophy of vertical p-osecudQD. his paaicm fer justice,, 111d dqllcadon to the pUblio 
inraest;IDd 
WBBREAS, the Boan! believes that die City ofNampa'1 poten1.ia1 selection of 
tho Canyon County Prosecuting Attomey'1 Office to provide prosecution ofhdraotiom 
and misdemeaman witbin i1s municipal Hmm would.be m tho beat interests of justice IDd 
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-lldl lli"doJ,of.April.2009. 
ff la •!,LCJm ~ODDI daltlilo •••"'"".i.D ...... ;., e. ..II.a..~ 
a,arO~--· 
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PROSECVTI0N SERVICES TERM AGREEMENT 
THIS AGREEMENT, made this 6D day of July, 2009, is made between CANYON COUNTY, 
IDAHO, a political subdivision of the State of Idaho, and the CANYON COUNTY PROSECUI'ING 
ATIORNBY, hereinafter referred to as "FIRM", and the CITY OF NAMPA, a municipal corporation, 
haeafter referred to as "CITY." and is pursuant to Idaho Code. Section 67-2332, which authorizes counties 
mi cities to enter into interagency agreements for the perfonnancc of servicea authorized by law. Canyon 
County and CITY are public agencies within the definitions provided in Idaho Code, Section 67-2327 and 
the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney is an Idaho Constitutional public officer. Collectively, these 
cutities are hereinafter referred to as the "PARTIES," 
WHEREAS, the CITY, pursuant to LC. § 50-208A(2), desires to obtam professional services for qriminal 
and Infraction Prosecution, haein referred to u the PROJECr; the FIRM agrees to perform the vario\15 
profcasional services delineated by Task Order for said PROJECT. 
The FIRM ackmwledges that they have reviewed the scope of work to be performed under this Agreemcnl 
and agrees to pmform the worlt in accordance with the terms ofpayment(SS98, 357.88 per year; $49, 
863.15 per month) in this AgreemenL The FIRM agrees to complete the PROJECT with an its duties 
tb:rougb: the contracted period. 
It is understood md agreed that the FIRM is skilJcd in the profession required to perform the wort under 
this Agreement and that the CITY relies upon the skin of the FIRM to petform its work ln a professional 
manner, and the FIRM thus agrees to so perform its worlc and the acceptance by the CITY does not 
release the FIRM from professional responsibility. 
It is mutually agreed by the Parties that: 
SICTIONl 
DATA AND SER.VICES TO BE fB.OVIDED BY CITY 
1.1 The following data and/or services are to be provided by the CITY without cost to the FIRM. 
1.2 
A. Provide ongomg review of the FIRM'S work and timely consideration of policy issues at a 
· time acceptable to both the CITY and the FIRM. 
B. Provide access to relevant records as needed for successful prosecution of cases and for fwthcrance 
of justice. The CITY wiJl provide access to Police Officers, Code Enforcement, Oerical staff and 
any other cmpJoyce for the purpose of furtherance of cases. · 
DATA AND SERVICES TQ BE PROVIDED BY FIRM 
A. The FIRM is responsible for the cost of production of discovery of VIDEO, AUDIO, Documents 
(reports) statements and any other discoverable, requested information or evidence by a defendant 
or his counsel. 
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9,;rIQN2 
APDfiQNAL PROVISIONS 
2.1 lnsurage ~ 
'The parties to this Agreement enjoy separate insurance agreements with the Idaho Counties Risk 
Management Program (ICRMP), and shall independently mainlain at least the minimum insurance coverage 
required by the Idaho Tort Claims Act 
2.2 fndgldent Conlractot 
ID all matters pertaining to diia Agteement, the FIRM shall be acting as an independent contractor, and 
neither the FIRM. any officer, employee nor agent of the FIRM will be deemed an employee of CITY. The 
selection aud designation of the personnel of the CITY in the performance of this Agreement shall be made 
by the CITY. 
2.J Notices 
Any and all notices required to be given by either of the parties hereto, unless othawise stated in this 
Agreement, shall be in writing and be deemed comunmicated when mailed iD the United States mail, 
certj.fied, return receipt requested, addressed as follows: 
CITY 
City of Nampa 
Office of the Mayor 
411 Tmrd StN:et South 
Nampa, ID 83651 . 
FIBM 
JobnT. Bujak 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attomcys Office 
lllSAlbany 
Caldwell Idaho 83605 
Either party may change their address for the purpose of this paragraph by giving written notice of such 
change to the other in the manner herein provided. 
2.4 Time is of the Essence 
The parties hereto acknowledge and agree that time is strictly-of the essence with respect to each and every 
term. condition and prov-isioo hereof, and that the failure to timely perform any of r:he obligatiom hereunder 
shall cmistitute a breach of and a defau1t under this Agreement by the party so failing to perform. 
2.5 N!8UIPJDS'! 
It is expressly agreed and understood by the parties hereto, that the FIRM shall nor have the right to assign, 
transfer, hypotbecate or sell any of its rights under this Agreement except upon the prior express written 
consent of CITY. 
2.6 Rmm, and Jnformatio.u 
At such times and in such fonns as the CTIY may require, there shall be furnished to the CITY such 
statements, records or other communication or information as required by the CITY. 
2.7 Publicatiop, RW(Oduction· and Use of Material 
No material produced in whole or in part under this Agreement shall be subject to copyright in the Unhed 
· Slates or in any other country. Subject to~ limitations of law, the crrY shall have: uruesb'icted authority 




PROSECUTION SERVICES TERM AGREEMENT 
under this Agreement 
2.s COJJJ1?1i1s with Lu:! 
In performing the scope of services required hereunder, the FIRM shall comply with all applicable 
laws, ordinances, and codes of Federal, State. and Local governments and all Codes of Ethics 
applicable to the profession of Law. 
2.9Qanses 
The CITY may, from time to time, request changes m the scope of services to be performed hcrcunde:r. 
Such changes, includin9 any incmase or decrease in the amount of the FIRM'S compellBation, and any 
changes in the time of completion, which me mutually agreed upon by and between the CITY and the 
F.IRM, shall be incoJporated m written Amendments to this Agreement 
2.10 Teqnination for Cause 
If, lhrough any cause. FIRM shall fail to fulfill ma timely and proper manner its obligations mid.er this 
Agreement. or if the FIRM shall violate any of the covenants, agreements, or stipulations of this 
Agreement. 1bc CITY shall thereupon have the right to ~ this Agreement by giving written notice 
to lb.e FIRM of such termination and specifying the effective date thereof at least 30 (thirty) days befc.n 
the effective date of such termination. In sudi event. all finished or unfinished documents, dara, studies, 
case files, court docketi &d schedules. defendant lists, victim iecords, case wodc notes, reports and any 
and all other writings and communication records prepared by rbe FIRM under this Agreement shall, at 
the option of the CITY. become its property. 
Notwithstanding the above, FIRM sball not be relieved of liability to the CITY for damages sustained by the 
ClfY by virtue of any breach of this Agreement by The FIRM, and the CITY may withbc,ld any payments 
to the FIRM for the purposes of setoff until such time as lhe euct amount of damages due the CITY from 
the FIRM is determined. This provision shall swvive the termination of this Agreement and &hall not relieve 
the FIRM of its liability to the CITY for damages, provided that the amount of such damages shall not 
exceed the total compensation provided for in Section 3 of the is Agreement. 
2.11 Tenninatron for Convenience 9f CIII 
The CITY may terminate this Agmement at any time by giving at least ninety (90) days notice m writing ·to 
the FIRM. Jfthe Agreement is tcnninated by tho CTIY as provided herein, the FIRM will be paid an 
amount which bears the same ratio to the total compensation as the services actually performed bear to the 
total semces of the FJRM covered by this Agreement, less payments of compensation previously made. If 
this Agn::cmmt is terminated due to the fault of the FIRM, Section 2.12 hereof .relative to t=minati011 shall 
apply. 
2.12 f&lm& Party Ra,onsWe for Reasonable Costs 
In !be event of my action brought by either party against the other to enforce any of the obligatioos 
hereunder or arising out of any dispute concerning the terms and conditions hereby created, the 1osing party 
shall pay the prevailing party such reasonable amounts of fees, costs and expenses, including attorneys' fees, 
as may be set by the Court. · 
2.13 Bindin1 of Successors 
The CITY and the F1RM each binds himself, his partners, successors, assigns and legal representatives to 
the other patty to this Agreement and to the partners. successors, assigns and legal representatives of such 
other party with respect to all covenants of this Agreement Neither the CITY nor the FIRM sba]J assign, 
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sublet or transfer his interest in this Agreement, 
2.14 Authqpz,.tion to Proceed 
Execution of this Agreement by the CITY and the FIRM shall constitute authorization for the FIRM to 
proceed with lhe work. 
2.15 Renewal 
This Agreement may be renewed, by written agreement, for three one year terms, upon mutual agreement 
by both parties. The tmns of the renewal may include an equitable adjustment of fees to reflect inflation 
and may include change in key personnel listed. The FIRM agrees that its bkl of five hundred ninety eight 
thousand three bUDdred fifty seven dollm and eighty eight cents per year ($598, 357 .88 per year; $49, 
863.15 per month) is binding; absent mutuaJ agreement to the contrary, through September 30, 2011. 
2.16Imn 
The initial term for this Agreement shall commence July 6, 2009 and shaU nm through September 30, 
2009. 
Non-Appropriation: The continuation of the lemlS, conditions, and provisions of this contract beyond 
the calendar year is subject to approval of and ratification by the City Council. In the event non-
appropriation cx:curs, notice shall immediately be given to the FIRM. 
2.17 Extent of Agreement 
This Agreement represents the entire and integrated Agreement between the CITY and the FIRM and 
supersedes all prior negotiations, representations or agreements, either written or oral. ThJs Agreement may 
be 111DCDdcd only by written instrument signed by both CITY and FIRM. Unless otherwise specified, this 
Agreement shall be governed by the law of the principal place of business of the CITY. 
2;18 Seyerability 
If any clause, sentence, paragraph. article, or other part of this Agreement shall for any reason be declared 
invalid by a coun of competent jurisdiction. suchjudgmcnt shall not effect, impair, or invalidate the 
remainder of this Agreement, but shall be confmed in its operation to the clause, sentence, paragraph. article 
or part thereof directly involved in the controversy in which the judgment Is entered. 
SECTION~ 
PAYMENT TQ FIRM 
3.l Hourly Rates and Reimbursable Costs 
All costs relating to tbe.recruitmeot, hiring 8Dd remuneration of staff, including benefits and if outlined 
costs provide discovery to defendants and their counsel, office supplies, copim (including repam) 
ovemead. trainilig. association memberships, insurance. Idaho State Bar licensing, profit and any and all 
other costs related to the operations of the office (except as delineated in 3.2) or of the Finn's commitment 
to the contract wiJJ be the responsibility of the Fum. 
The CITY agrees to pay into the Canyon County Auditor the amount of five hundred ninety eight thousand 
three hundred fifty seven dollars and eighty eight cents per year ($598,357.88 per year), in monthly 
increments of forty nine thousand eight hundred sixty three dollars and fifteen cents ($49, 863.15 per 
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month) in consideration for the FIRM' & pedounance of prosecutorial services as oontemplated by this 
Agreement. 
3.2 
The City agrees to provide office space. work surfaces, telephones and computers to facilitate the FIIDl's 
agreement to provide prosecution for the City. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the partiea hereto have set their bands and seals to date and year shown by the 
auestation. 
DATED this t day of 
A TT.EST: W1lliam. H. Hurst, Clerk 
~-. . . . By· . . .. ·~-~ Deputy Clerk. canyon 
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CITY OF NAMPA 
• ',. 1, 
. ; I •' 
'' I ~\ 
Br.~L 
Tom Dale, Mayor 
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Pursuant to authority provided by Idaho Code § § 31-3113 and 50-208A(2), attached, the 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office (CCPA) has contracted, with the unanimous 
support of the Canyon County Board of County Commissioners, resolution attached, with the 
City of Nampa to provide QUSdemcanor and infraction prosecution services. In light of this 
con1rlct, CCPA employees will be expected to cany increased worlclo~ and provide service of 
the highest professional quality. In exchange, CCPA employees will receive salary adjustments 
that are tied to and contingent upon the existence of the Nampa/Canyon Co1U1ty prosecution 
contract and their pedonn.ance thereunder. · 
!, _____________ _.employee of the Canyon County 
Prosecutor's Office, acknowledge, understa:rui and agree that the ., dollar 
(S ____ .. 00) increase to my sahuy, effective on August 10, 2009, is directly re1md to the 
income~ this Office is currcntly contracted to receive fiom the City of Nampa for our 
provision of misdemeanor and infraction prosecution services. 
Further, I adcnowlcdge, understand, and agree that this salmy adjustment is 
commansurate to the, increase in my duties, responsibilities and obligations within the Canyon 
County Prosecuting Attomey's Office as a result of the increased workload directly and indireetly 
related to our provision ofNampa prosecution services, and if at such time as this Office is no 
longer contractualJy obligated to perform these additional duties. or the Prosecuting Attorney 
determines it to be in the best interests of his Office, the abovo-described salary adjustment will 
be withdrawn and my salmy reduced by the same amount stated above. 
Moreover, if at such time as the Canyon ColDlty Prosecuting Attorneys Office is able to 
grant merit-based or cost of living salary increases to its employees that are funded by the 
Canyon County·budget, that such increase, if any, will be based upon my sa18ly at such time, less 
the amount listed above. 
My signature below certifies that I have read, understand, voluntarily acknowledge and 
accept the provisions set forth above.. My signature further re-certifies. that I wdcrstand and 
agree that my employment with Canyon County is at-will and is entered into voluntarily and tbat 
I may resign at any time. Similarly, my employment may be terminated any time for any reason, 
subject to employee and employer rights afforded by law. The salary adj,JS1ment that is the 
subject of this Acknowledgment and Acceptance shall have no precedential effect and does not 
constitute a guarantee of continued employment for any period. 
Dated this_ day of July, 2009. 
Witnessed By: (Signature) 
John T. Bujak 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND ACCEPTANCE - 1 
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31-3113. Contracted duties of prosecuting attorneys with cities. Prosecuting attorneys, with the 
unanimous approval of the board of county commissioners, and with the consent otthc 
prosecuwls attorney, may contract with any city within the county to prosecute nonconflicting 
miademeanon and in:fractions. 
50-20&A. Duties of city attorney. (1) The city attomey shall be the legal advisor of the municipal 
corporation, may mpn,seat the city in all suits or proceedings in which the city is intcns&ed. and 
shall perform sudi other duties as may be prescn"bed by ordinances and resolutiOD!I duly passed. 
Nothing herein. however, shall preclude any city from employing altemative additional counsel 
when deemed advisable. 
(2) 'Iha city attorney, bis deputies, or contract counsel shall prosecute those violations of 
county or city ordmances, state traffic infi:actions, and state misdemeanors committed within the 
municipal limita. In so dof:ng, the city attomcy, his deputies, or contract caunse1 shall exercise the 
same powm as the COtLDty prosecucor including, but not limited to. grandns immunity to 
witnesses. 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND ACCEPTANCE· 2 
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AMENDMENT TO PROSECUTION SER.VICES TIRM AGRDMENT 
WHBRBAS thD CANYON COUNIY COMMISSIONBRS have prevfoualy 11,1:vm tho 
CANYON COUN'IYPROSBCUTlNO ATI'OBNBY, unimhnoua autbadty to plOlecutenon-
conflfcting N1mpa Ci1y misdemamom put8ulllt to sead.on 31-3113, Idlbo CoeJo; IDd 
WHBRBAS tho Cl'IY OP NAMPA. a D111Dicipal coiporatioa, and tho CANYON 
COUNTY PROSBCUI'lNO A'ITORNBY, have prmously entered into a PR.OSBCUnON 
SBRVICBS T.BRM AOREBMBNT (ha:cf.nafter 11Agteoment") dated July 6. 2009, pUIJhaDt to tbe 
autboril)' lfllllld byscction31-3113l Jd•bo Codo; and 
WHBRBAS tho CrIY OP NAMPA ad tho CANYON COUNTY PR.OSECUTlNO 
AITO:RNBY doairo to modify 1ho tenm and COllditiom of said agreom.ent u a,t tbrth hmeln; 
NOW, nmREPORB, the, UDdersipod mutually agreot1iat the PR.OSBCUnON 
SBllVICBS TERM AORBBMBNT may be ammded so that Scedon 3, ,Plffl&laph 3.1, reads 11 
followa~ 
3.1 HomlY B,tel apd BoimJ,uruble Co§Ss 
All com ielatma 1o the recxui1mcnt, hiring and !'OID1DllhtioD of staff; incJuding 
bcnmitl and if oudined com fi>r providing~ to dofend.ants and their 
OOUDIOl, office tupplies, copic:n (lncludms repaim), over.hN.d,. trafniDg. 
auoci.111:ion rmmbcnhips, 1Dlmmce, Idaho State Bar licemlna, profit imd my and 
all other cost, nlated to the operadcaa ofb offiao (except II dolinead in 3.2) 
or of the Finn'• commitment to the CDDtract will he Ibo responsibilil)' of tho Firm. 
The CITY 88l'NI to pay to: JOHN T. BUJAK. CANYON COUNTY 
PROSBCUTJNO AITORNBY. the amount of five hunda,cl Dinety,-eight thousand 
tJao hundrod fifty-aeven dollars and eighty-eight cents per year ($598,357.88 per 
year), in monthly incremonta of forty-nine thousand e:iibt hundred sixty-three 
doll.a:rs and fifteen cent, (149,863.1S per month) in consideration for the FIRM's 
ped'ormanco of proaecutorial Bm'Yices u contemplated by this Aanicment. 
IN WlTNBSS WHERBOF, tlic parties hete1o ban set tbofr hands and seals on 1he date 
and rear shown by the atte,tati011, 
t" 5ep/efi\.'Oer 
DATBD tb:il ~ dBiY of:,+....-. 2009. 
'.ROSECUTING 
000033 
ClTY OP NAMPA 
Tom Dale, Maygr 
EXHIBIT D 
000035 
Accounts Payable City of N ampn 
User.chnndlerv Checka by D1110 • Detnll By Check Dote 
Cbcck No: 90008331 Check Date: 09/04/200!1 
Ycndnr: BUJOOOOl ,JQHNTDUJAK 
1001 Lcgul Scrv-111ly 2009 09/02/200!) 
1001 Le;11I Sorv-Au1 2009 09/02/200!) 
1001 Leanl Serv-Sepl 2009 09l02/2009 
Check Tnlnl: 
Doto Totals; 
Check No: 100001298 Check Dnlei 12/09/200!} 
Vendor: BUJOOOOJ JOHNTBUJAK 
1002 Legal Fcc.1- Oct 09 J 1123/2009 
1003 Lopl Pcos- Nov 09 I 1/23/2009 
Chock Total: 
D11te Totnls: 
Check No: 100002247 Check Date: 01/20/2010 
Vendor: BU,TOOOOl JOHNTDUJAK 
1004 OS-City Prosecution Sorvicca 01/0812010 
Check Total: 
Doto Tolllls1 
Check No: 100002860 Check Dote: 02/17/2010 
Vendor. BUJOOOOl JOHN TBUJAK 


























-~------··-·"·. - . 
Gibbons, Scott & Dean lJ.P 
Teny L. ScoU, CPA 




Caldwell, ID 8380!5 
Certified Public Accountant, 
PJOfcalonalBuitdlq 
IIO' EIHI AVIIIIIM 
CaldM!J~JdalioD605 
September 11, 2009 
rltl) 45M64P 
FAX (201) 4$4-9091 
In dlscusllng county funds with tha Tre•urar, Clefk and members of their staff, the handing of the 
monies from the contract with the City of Nampa for proaecutfon aervfcel was dfacu1Hd. Aa the 
county's ~udltor, our oplntan waa requeetld. 
According to the contract With the Cl1y, they ant to pay the Canyon County Auditor monthly. The 
contract don not provide for payment ta the Proaecutlng Atlomey. If It did, the monlea would be 
turned aver to the County Auditor by the Proeecutlng Attorney 11 the monlel are received. The 
monlet would than be depaslted with the County Treasurer. once the City pays the County In 
accordance to the tem19 of the conlract, the monfee are no longer City monfea. They are now 
County r.nonlea. It ls Iha mponalbilfty of the County that the monlea are spent properly, It 11 not 
the Clty"1 reapon1lblllty. 
According to Idaho Code 31-2119, "The oounty treasl.nf' must keep an moneys belonging to thla 
state or to any county of this state In hll awn poesett10n untH dlebumd according to law,• In our 
experience In performing audits, there are very limited and apecitlc lnatancea that the Idaho Code 
allows for monlea to be ur,der the control of other offlclall be11de1 the County Treaainr. The 
Proaeoutlng Attorney le not one that we have aean an exception for. 8'ted on thll, all monies are 
to be under the oontrol of the County Treasurer. 
It Is our opinion that an monln earned by canyon county for aervfcea !ta employeee provide are to 
ba deposited with tha County Treasurer. It 11 the rnponalblltty of the County Treasurer to manage 
the County's monies and dlsburu the monla1 acx.,o,ulng to law. The Proieoutlng Attorney and his 
ataff are employeea of Canyon County and aa such, monlN eamed 819 county monfu. County 
mantes ara to be d,poaftad with the County Traaeurer II received. 
In addition to our opinion regarding financial practicel as your auditor, since thfl te a aerfoua 
depart1.n from standard practlcee, you lhouJd consider coneuHing With Dan Chadwick • executtve 
director far Idaho Association of Counties and aeeldng an opinion from the Idaho Attorney General. 
If you have any questions regarding our commentl, please contact me. 
I 






Canyon County Clerk 
WILLIAM H. HURST 
C\,lRk (WTftE DISTRICf COUll1' 
AVOITOR AND UC'OADIR 
1111 AJllu)' S'""t 
CIW• .. IDIHM 
. 
• ' 
We, Ille undml.,..i. wllh to lbllow up upon the lcu« tn11•nlood Sep«mbor 14, 2009, b7 CPA Jo Bolen 
of Ol"bboo,, Scoct ad Deon U.P. Wo .,.11,uy ,_1w ollho opmlCM11 oxJll'Ol'Od lhcrdn. 
Thu 1.-~ the - llo-,_ __,, nocci,ed lhn>Uflh the conlnel widt City ofNampo 
ibr p-torial ICr\'lceo bo poid to Ille Olo,yOtl CO<III)' Alldftor, Nol CGly doM the oonllllCt l1t1111t10 call 
(o, poymcat ID ill< Aoditor, bul tlllrl: oodo requlrct cblll lho Trca.vor k«p oll """10yll bclOUlllnJ IO Ille 
"""'117 undl d4bunccl IICOOl1lloi to law, (lAllho c.lc 31-2119) 
Flaall7wo"°"""'wiilllho-on lhald11Jhnj)Ol1IIOl.,.....bo,.nm.d1D illo 1<11110 Auool>doa 
ofCololl!a ud to oho ldoho ,......,, Oa,cnl, Dm Cllld'fllck, IAC llMcutlvo Ob .. tor, hu e!IOlldy 
lodblod <k to clcpo,il tho.,........ n.---iet ICIVlcco Imo• pnYlte-hu not bcendono ln 
my OOUIS'f ad -,Id Id & dai,- poooodenl. Fund, clcpositcd ffllO I pri-""°"""' .. y bo ldtachad, 
._-t.ra, t\mdl ta • pllbljo MMll4 .:mmot. 
1'116eooaac~ ----~ otp,bllc ftmdl oll dQmlld lNII rho pn,ceedt oltlllt 




RESOLVTION NO. tJf,.>tJ 
ARESOLDTION OF CANYON COUNTY, iDABO AUTHORIZING CANYON 
COUNTY PROSECUTING A1TOiNEY'S Oma 'l'O CONTRACT WITH THE CITY 
OJ' NAMPA TO PROO:CO'i'.& NON-COimL!c.rJNG.MISDEMEANORS AND 
JNIRACTIOM 
The following Resolution 7J con.sider~bopted by the Canyon County, Idaho 
Board of Commissioners on the day of · . ,eJ'· • 2009. 
Upon the ,-nn~mmissioner tu Ii...: ond second by 
Commissioner • the Board resolves aa follows: 
WHEREAS, Idaho Code§ 31-801 grants general powers and duties, subject to the 
restrictions of law, to the Boards of County Commissioners in their respective .counties; and 
~'-Ida,ho Code § 31-828 grants the :aoard autliority "to do and perform all 
other acts·, .. \yhich ~y be neceasary to the :full discharge of the duties of tho chietex®Utive 
authority of the coiinty government"; and . 
~. Idaho Code§ 31-3113 aµthorlzes prose9uting attorneys, with the 
una.mm.¢tt-~PPI'.9val · of the Board, to:~ w{th any.city within the county ~o proseoutc non-
comlietnif illisd,enieanonrand inft.actioliSi and · · · 
~, on April 16, 2009, b~ Resolution 09-064, the Boa?d 1marrirnt)usly 
authorized J~hn T. Btljak, C.,yon County Prosecuting Attorney, w submit a pmpo8'a1 to tho City 
ofNe.inpa ig, respotis, to the. City's Request for li'oposals for tho prosecution of inn'eqtions and 
mis.demel#il\lts ooourring within its municipal limits and issued a statement in support of Mt. 
Bujak's proposal: and 
. ~, ~e City ofN4tnpa wiS<\}11,~ Mr. Bujak's pM)osal to proyide ·. 
pro~utoriaJ $emces, tb,~b.y ~~-sijpJi:fi98Jlt annual·-~~ fQt qa,ers ~.well.as 
securing the sery.ise of a well-~e-cted_ and l;JtgWy qmrlpeteut p.tosecuti'ng attorney; and 
WI:ilmEAS, Mr. Bujak's vision for achieving a co~ve tind intmelated sense of 
community justice infbrmed his decision to subject his approved right to contract with the City 
of Nampa to this Board's further input and invited our participation in the execution of the 
contra.ct; and 
WBEREAS, Mr. Bujak thereafter resttuctuted his County Offi~, with the advice and 
_consent of his vounty staff, so as to ·apply ~e betiefits of an eco.nomy of scale to the Cotmtf aod 
Nampa ~ution ~petations,; ~ccificaiJ..y by ·sharing employees, theniby further redu~g the 




WHEREAS, Mr. Bujak agreed with each and every of bis County staff, save himself and 
his Chief of Staff, in writing, to provide them a salary ''bump" wholly dependent upon the City 
ofNampa's payment under the prosecution contract, commensurate with a number of :factors 
including the scope of the increased demands upon their professional lives, their years of service, 
cumulative salary, and other factors; and 
WHEREAS, Mr. Bujak agreed with this Board to reimburse, by generous annual 
estimate, the County for its expenditure of those minimal -resources devoted to his ~ed 
provision of prosecution services to both City and County so that a zm> sum. equation would 
necessarily result: (payment under contract) - (salary adjustmen18 + reimbursement to County) = 
0.00; and 
WHEREAS, the prior City prosecuting attorney unexpectedly resigned from its contract 
three months early, necessitating Mr. Bujak's assumption of City duty on or about July 1, 2009; 
and 
WHEREAS, despite tho plain and simple agre~ent between the Mr. Bujak, the City, 
and Coll;Ilty. _apd the spirit of public service and coo~eratfon behind it, there arose certain extra-
legal issues tb&:t were framed so as to suggest~ this mutually beneficial, l~gal, cooperative 
ap:em~t could fi,u1cti~ to COI!lpromise the indepencJ~ce and integrity of ~er the City or · 
Co'tinty or~ 1PJ.d that the agreement and distribution of resources under it might be otherwise 
imp~per or unfBft; en4. 
WB;mlmAs, Mr. Bujak, who could bitnself ~ no finitncial advantage from his 
provision ofpi'OsebUtorllil servfce to the City, advised this Board that the above-described extra-
legal~ thrcaten:e<J the continued existence of this mutually beneficial, legal, coopetative 
jQint.City~uµty ~j ~ . 
' . 
. WIIER)i!AB,.:¥r, Bujak ~d the City ofNQillpa execu~ an Amendment t.o the 
Prose°c1:1tion S_ervices Term Agreeiilfnt on ·September 8, 2009 to provide that the City's payment 
under the contract would be paid directly to the City Prosecuting Attorney; and .. 
~. Mr. Buj~ and this Board agreed that the County would invoice Mr. Bujak 
for the salary adjustments and benefits for his staff, as well. as to cover the expenditure of any 
county resources used in furtherance of the City's prosecution needs. 
NOW THEREFORE, the Board UNANIMOUSLY resolves as follows: 
1. Prosecuting Attorney John Bajak is and has been authorized to contract with any 
city Within the county to prosecute non-contlicµng ;nisdemea,nprs and 
. inlmcii6tt$.. . . 
. . . . 
2. This ~~·jli4joins the Nampa City Council lDic;i Mayor in sttpport 9f Mr. 13ujak's 
~ion for ~evuig ·a common cd!PIIlumty justice through vertical :prosecutiQn 
and personal ¥1CCOuirtabi1ity. 
KESOLuTiON Atr:rJIORlZlNG TO PROSEcuTE 
NON-CONFLICTING Mm>EMEANOl:U AND 
INJJ'RACl'IONS. . 
Page 2 of3 
nooo42 
3. Canyon Cotm.ty will bill the Nampa prosecuting attorney for his use of any 
county resources devoted to the prosecution of Nampa misdemeanors and 
infractions. 
J n IT 18 ~RDERED, by the Board that this Resolution shall be effective this 
~ day of . , 2009. 
~ Motion Carried Unaajmously 
__ ~fotion. Carrit;d/Split Vote Below 
__ Motion Defeated/Split Vote Below 
Yes 
.. 
Date: --"'-f ....._f}-__ fa...-;-d:l......,.: __ _ 
r 





Page 3 of3 
No 
---------------000043 
Did Not Vote 
EXHIBIT G 
000044 
SECOND AMENDMENT TO PR~ON SERVICES TERM AGRDMBNT 
WHBRBAS the CANYON COUNTY COMMISSIONERS have givm the 
CANYON COUNTY PR.OSBCUTlNG ATl'ORNBY, nnanimoua authority to prosecnm., 
~Namia City misdemeauom and fntactiou punuant to secaion 31-3113, 
J4tb9Cog;aud 
WHBRBAS the CITY OF NAMPA. a muuici}'al eo,poration. and the c.,.NYON 
COUNTYPROSBCt.JTJNO ATI'ORNBY,h&w pmiouly ...-.ct into a 
PROSECUTION SER.VICES TERM AORBBMENT (heninafter "Agreement"') dated 
July 6, 2009. punwmt to tho authority panted by section 3 l·l 113, JMo Code; and 
WHBREAS tb8 Cll'Y OP NAMPA and tbo CANYON COUNTY 
PROSECUTJNO A1TOINEY, Jiaw pm,iOUBly amended. the Agmemeut pumiant to a 
wriuen Ammdmeut to Prolocution Services Term Asre=ent dated Septemblr 8, 2009, 
providing tor payments under the Aaroemc,nt to be made to John T. Bujak, Canyon 
County Prosecuting AUomey; and 
WBBRBAS, the tam of sorvicc pmauant ta 1ho Agremumt oxpirod OD September 
30,2009;and. 
WHEREAS the ClTY OF NAMPA ad the.CANYON COUNTY 
PROSBCUTJNG A 'ITORNBY desin, to continue their cmrtractua1 n:latiDDlhip pursuant 
to tho tcnm and co.oditiom of tho original Agrcemem u amended on Sephmber 8, 2009, 
. for tbc 2010 fJscal year; 
NOW. 1HBRBF0RB. tbeundenipecl mutually 1J81a: that: 
1. ThaPllOSBCUTION SER.VICES TBR.M AGREEMENT. as amended by the 
w.dtten Ammfmeot ta Plosecutioa Servi.ca Term Aarecmmt dated 
September a. 2009, may be ftu1hel- amcndect so that tho·tmm oftbe arneaded 
Aan,emeat is extended to lndude tbe 2010 ftscal ymr, to wit: Oelo'ber J, 
2009, tbrouah September 30, 2010. 
2. All otha- terms and conditiom of the amended Agreement not specitlcally 
modified herein shall remain in f.W1 force and effect. 
IN W1TN.ESS WHBlBOF, the, parties hereto have set thdr hinds and sou on tbD 
date and ym shown by1ho auestadon. 
D.ATBD tbf.1-=t-day.ofNovcmber, 2009. 
,,_6 
DATBD dUI L day of November. 2 
CITY or NAMPA 
Tom Dalo, Mayor 
EXHIBIT H 
000047 
Accounts Payable City or Nampn 
Uw:chondlerv Checks by Date· Dctnll By Check Date 
Cl1cck No: 90008331 Check Date: O!>/IM/2009 
Vcndnr: BUJ0DO0l ,JOHNTDUJAJC 
1001 Lcgnl Scrv.J11ly 2009 09/02/2009 
1001 Legal Scrv-Aug 2009 09/02/2009 
1001 Legal Serv-Sepl 2009 09/02/2009 
Check Tnlril: 
Data Totols; 
Check No1 100001298 Check Dnle: 12/09/2009 
Vendor, BUJOOOOI JOHNTBUJAK 
1002 Legal Fees· Oct 09 11/23/2009 
1003 Lopl Fcoa- Nov 09 11/23/2009 
Check Total! 
Dote Tot11ls1 
Check Nor 1011002247 Check Dnte: 01/20,'2010 
Vendor: BU,TO000l JOHNTBUJAK 
1004 OS-City Prosecution Services 01/08/20)0 
Check Total: 
Date Totals1 
Check No: 100002860 Cheek Date: 02/17/2010 
Vendor. BUJODOOI JOHNTBUJAK 



























April 5, 2010 
Bob Henry 
11581 W Norman St. 
Nampa, ID 83686 
From the offia cf 
Tracie Lloyd 
Treasurer and Ex-officio Tax Collector 
of Canyon County 
P.O. Box 1010 Caldwell, ID 83606 
(208) 454-7354 Fax (208) 454-7388 
E-mRil: tlloyd@canyoncounty.org 
Re: Public Records Request 
Dear Mr. HeMy: 
In reference to your public records request received April 1, 2010, I have compiled my responses 
and the documents available in my office for your review. 
Your request asked that I provide the following information: 
1. "Copies of all ledger, bank statement, checks and all other records evidencing the transfer 
of all funds into and out of the "non-county account'' into which Mr. Bujak deposits the 
prosecuting funds he receives from Nampa from July 2009 through this letter's date. I 
make this request regardless of. whether such records are in the custody or control of 
Canyon County, Mr. Bujak, or any third party financial institution." 
2. "Copies of all ledgers,. bank statements, checks and all other records evidencing the 
transfer of all funds into and out of any account or depository of any kind into which the 
funds paid by Nampa are, or have ever been, deposited from July 2009 through this 
letter's date. I make this request regardless of whether such records are in the custody or 
control of Canyon County, Mr. Bujak, or any third party financial institution." 
3. 0 All documentation that sets forth deposits of funds paid by Nampa for prosecution 
services into the County's General Fund from July 2009 through this letter's date. 
Specifically, I would like to see documents evidencing the dates these payments were 
received by the County, the source of revenue, the amounts deposited, and the identity of 
the individual who deposited the funds." 
4. "Auditor's Certificates for the months of July, August, September and October of 2009 
that reflect payments received into any Canyon County account in connection with 
Nampa prosecuting services. Specifically, I would like to see documents evidencing the 
dates these payments were received by the County, the source of revenue, the amounts 
deposited, and the identity of the individual who deposited the funds." 
5. "All documents necessary or relevant to detennine the actual figures, from July 2009 
through this letter's date, that are necessary to calculate the "mathematical equation" 
described in Mr. Laugheed letter of March 15,2010 as follows: "(Nampa payments) -
(CCPA salary bumps+ Nampa annex overhead expenses)= (Amount to general fund)." 
ooooso 
As Canyon County Treasurer, I am responsible for monies that are deposited into the treasury 
collectively. r do not oversee the accounting on an individual fund level. However, in an effort 
to provide information available in my office, I did confer with the Canyon County Auditor's 
Office to obtain the specific fund number in which these funds are being credited and obtained 
specific Auditor Certificate numbers which have been credited to this fund. 
I offer the following response to each of your specific requests. 
1. I do not have any records in my possession of any ledgers, bank statements, checks or 
other records evidencing the transfer of funds into and out of any "non-county account" 
relating to prosecuting funds Mr. Bujak has received from Nampa. 
2. I do not have any records of any ledgers, bank statements, checks or any other records 
evidencing the transfer of all funds into and out of any account or depository of any kind 
into which the funds paid by Nampa are or have been deposited. 
3. I have provided copies of the Auditor's Certificates which accompany each deposit 
made by the Prosecuting Attorney's Office. These receipts provide the date which the 
deposit was received by my office, the amount deposited and the identity of the 
individual who presented the money to me or my staff. I do not have in my possession 
information which would provide the actual "source of revenue" being presented. No 
images of actual deposits to the treasury are retained by my office, References made in 
the explanation area of the Auditor's Certificate which states "Refer to Attached" refers 
to information retained by the County Auditor, not available in my office records. I am 
presented with the Auditor's Certificate and the money being deposited only. 
4. Again, I refer to documentation obtained on the Auditor Certificate's I have provided in 
reference to the above request. No deposits were made or credited to this fund during 
the months of July and August that I am aware of and according to information I obtain 
from the County Auditor. The Auditor Certificate's retained by my office does identify 
the person who brought the deposit to my office, the amount of money received, the 
date it was received and who accepted the deposit in my office on the day it was 
_presented. No other documentation is available in my office to substantiate the actual 
revenue source. 
5. I am not aware of nor have I been involved with "any in-depth" discussion involving the 
contract between the Prosecuting Attorney and the City of Nampa, This is not within 
my statutory responsibilities. I have no documents relevant to detennine the actual 
figures necessary to calculate the "mathematical equation" in which you refer. 
Furthermore, my office does not oversee payroll, salaries or salary adjustments of 
offices outside that of my own, therefore I have no knowledge or documentation which 
could substantiate or provide insight to any part of this request. 
I hope you find my responses and information I have provided satisfactory. Please feel free to 
contact me if you would like clarification on any of the facts I have presented. Additionally, 
should you feel that you have been improperly denied infonnation you requested of me, you 
have the right to institute proceedings in the district court of this county within 180 days from the 




Canyon County Treasurer 
Enclosures: 12 pages 
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A U O r T O R ' 0 C E R T I F r C A r E 
TO rHE TREAS.UR ER OF ·CAN'{OM COUNTY i 
'icu _a.rs l1ereby ~utho1·ae~ to receive into tha County rreastu':ry the 
Lterns .l 1st!ad L1e.L,o\11, m1nq upon the i;:ompleti.on o·i Trea.5urer- 1 s Rac:e1pt 
~t the bottom oi th19 paga you are ch~rgsd with this amount. 
5durie ci Revenue A.::count Number Amount 





WI~UAM fl . V 1,/county 
ay·-· './L. _______ Deputy, 
.Novemb ii, 2009 
Audi to1· 
~ R·E AS URE R ' S R E C FE I fl r 
·Offic~ oi the .County Treasurer, Canyon Count/, State oi Idahq 
Recenved .from 
Tf')e 9.,_1/Tl Ot· 
.r:B__fJl_ ______ . 
C/ ~3 7 L/. !,<,/ -------------------------
TRACIE L.LOYD, CL'lLinty Treasurer 
Oat ea U/ r ( / c· (( -~....,,·
1
_L8.. ____ L ..... /1£._k....,\ ______ D~puty 
100569 
f~QZ021 
r1 U O r. T O R .. 5 C E R T I F I C A T E 
. ro THE TREASV~~R 0~ CANYON CO~NTY1 
You ~re her~by iutho~1~ed to rec~Lve ihto the County rreasury the 
1ten1•~ ll!!!ted beli:iw 1 and upon tlia i;c.i,rnp.let10n or TL"eHUl'er· 9 fiEil!'.=elPt; 
~t the bottom oi th1~ page you ar~ charged with th1~ amo4nt. 
5ource or Revenue 
PA FEES-NAMPA 











Office oi th~ County Ttea~ur~r~ C~nyon County, Stata oi Idaho 
.,. Rec:e1vad from Pfl ' . ,• . 






~ U D I T O R ' S C E ij T I F l C H T E 
. ro fHE TREASIJFl'ER OF CANYON COUNTYr 
Y~u ate hereby authar1zed to receive 1ntc the Caunty rre1sury the 
J.te,.~s J. hb;1q be.I.ow, and upcm the complet1an oi ·rrlila$urer·· s Rli!ce1pt 
c:\t the b9tton1 ai t:.hu paga y~u ats cha.rg(!'!d w1th this amownt. · 
Account Number Amount 
CITY OF Nr'.:\MP A ll60000000S41431 
rot~J. 419,57!,+.,U 
a,:i,:i1:11 .. :;:=t,;,s:,1111.=i 
. ...:-.,---·---------------------,..-----------·------
rRe:i.ls·uRER'S R E C E I P T 
OJiics oj the CQunty 
Ri,c:a1vsd .Erom 
rne 1&u.11n oi 
Traasurmr, c.nyon County, State oi 
9i V/57°iµ'/ 
TRACIE LLOYD, County Trsa9u~er 





' -~ '. 
~ U D I T O fi ' S C E fi T I F I C A T E 
TQ THE TREASURER OF CANYON COU~TY, 
r'ol.J ; .. 1,r.a hereby iawthol'1ied to. :race1ve 1nto .the County rrea~!J1"y tlia 
,t~m~ liated belaw, •nd ~pc~ th~ cam~l~t1cn ~l Treaawrer'~ Receipt 










~xpl~nat1an ___________________________ _ 
1AIILLIAM H HURST 1 County .:tud1 to1• 
~Y _ '1 Y) ~l(,L'tl,c, _Oeputy 
JQ1r.iua.ry 21-1 20.10 
T R E'. A ~ U ~- E R ·' S• 
QH ice o.E 
H,e· !SUm o.f 
OQ\te: /- Z,2; _.)CJ 
.·· . . . • 
State of Idc1.h1J 





A u D r r b R , s C E R T l F I C A r E 
TO .THE TREASURER OF C~N'iON COUNTY, 
You are M~r~bv author1z~d bQ reee1~e into the County Treagury the 
.item'IS liS1ted belol.l:', c1.ncl upon the c:e>1Ylf>letion ~f Tre.u1uz-er'3 Receipt 
dt the mottom oJ th1s page you ~re charged with th1a amount. 
3our~e QJ Revenue 







!9, 214. 76 
___ .,. ________ ._ 
, CQunty Auditor 
Fabrua~y 9, 2010 
TREASURER ' S RECEIPT· 
O££ice al tha County Traaaurer, Canyon County, State 0£ Idaho 
Rece1ved from -~Q.......,.f' __ ~P,---''(-1-_____________ ~-----
The st.1.m oi /~ ·d /l( 7(.{? 
TRACIE LLOYD, Cuunty Treasurer 




TO THE TREASURER OF CANYON COUNTY: 
You are herel::,y authorized to receive Into the County Treasury the items listed below, and upon the 
completion of Treasurer's Receipt at the bottom of this page you are charged with this amount. 








• 'I, ' • • ~ 
.... 
Explanation: ____________________________ _ 
\ r f / J 
( .... ,. ,/ ·Jt ( .. ..,.:, ·1 · · ., · , < .,J • r,: t l , 1 st) !' ,:t..i. -;,L,.J 
-~,,, . Na~ of 15er n making deposit 
WILL4AM H/HUR~_;!--C~unty Auditor 
/) / ,-,r.:.,t •. w, - . :;,. r 
By I \t.. .. :.J .:. tJf) t1<J 
March 09, 201 O 
TREASURER'S RECEIPT 
Office of the Court, Treasurer, Canyon County, State of Idaho 
Received from O ZS' -l?A · 
The sum of $ 9 SJL{ • g5 
Date: ·3/~ /10 





TO THE TREASURER OF CANYON COUNTY: 
You are hereby authorized to receive into the County Treasury the items listed below, and upon the 
completlcn of Treasurer's Receipt at the bottom of this page you are charged with this amount. 
Source of Revenue \!. \i r·. ,. !)l/ w 
NAMPA ATTORNEY FEES 2/8-2/21/2010 
ATTORNEY FEES OTHER CITIES 
&,count ~umber 
1160000000341431 





... , ·~ . ' . 
Explanation: ____________________________ _ 
, -Name 6(PJrson making deposit 
WILLIAMJ+l'll1RST~ "c&.nty Auditor 
< .. -~~/"f . 
By /'..,,- ,:) \ /).J .. , .. ) {) ,., \ 
March 12, 2010 
TREASURER'S RECEIPT 
the Court, Treasurer, Canyon County, State of Idaho 
Deputy 
Received from ........ ....__"'---____ ..._.'*"'~.qu,-----------------







Public Records Request 
1115 Albany •:<- Caldwell, Idaho 83605 •) Telephone: (208) 454-7300 
RIGHT TO EXAMINE PUBLIC DOCUMENTS 
Please Print Clearly 
Name: BB tJEM-2'{ 
Address: \\:$'8" t w.. nllR.mM ~ namAA: '83(;;2~ 
Phone: l.f 00 ~ 2 (o '7 2-
Department this request is intended for: 0c,W1 'r :t c.{ggK 
I am requesting to examine and/or€"::cop~f the following public 
records: ·· /.,.. l \ . , 
-~ o-PC:~e;,,-;:r~~~~~~,-~~~~'. 
C@'{ o:£ ~ I ! ls: I .Ji} Va/a 51 £-L %I 'ID ~ 011 Cp~ /:ig.. il?,osecv'n"') 5.C · 
l,S CtJ:n w01 ~ Pii l) 1i1eecn ¾ By ~ fi,rL}l'J,,seevn~ ~Vjcgs ~ 
1 FMtITl w ~ bo nJ.e. \:\MDS cu-rre ~11 '? l r- ~i4-mpJI ! . ?-Ay1V\7 Pm'(_. 
~ /grn1'-r~ o:nu.}Jf&. Cffi)~on (_\01,-'v'\k~'i="'l Jilis y')P~vtl·en-n rr, 
1 F ~ c r-r~ a1: Ylfrn'lf/>, 1 ~ PA-'1' ~, ~Df((l ~ ~ ~ ~ · 0)1 c~. VY\ 'r1? , 
~ ~11':)-e. , C.o~'"rt11. w . ; '-,e.D" JJtw 
~ 1~? b,~~ CIPl'{o, CU1M't'tf, 
I understand there will be a copying charge of 5 cents plus tax, assessed per 
copy (black & white only). Labor charges may apply depending upon the 
nature of the request) ~&5~ 







Timothy L. , ...... 
Cl!ief of Std 
Bob Henry 
II 581 W. Noanaa S1reet 
Nampa, ldlho 83686 
Re: l'ltb/lc Rlcorils Rtquul 
Dear Mr. Henry: 
' -· .... -
Mai<h ll, 2010 
Mtlk\dt Longoria 
Ol'flc,• Mlfl•CI tr 
This letter actnowtcdees reeolpt of your reootda rcqoest received ln Qu-1 offi~ on March 
10. 2010 rcqu.esting copicsof"Orl1tnnl contracJ aec.Ulld w/Nampn/or pronclllln.g nrvlc,. 
Copy q/ arty t11nendtd COlflracU auuitd wffh No.mp, for prcsuuJ(ng JW. C'1py of bUl.t, 
/111At)lcts1 de., sat/ to Na1,rpn by Counly for proseculing svc. » 
Please find ,nached the following reoords: 
J. Rc,olu1ion No. 09-064; and 
2. Tht JuJy 6, 2009 Pi-mccution Scrvioes Term A,n:crncnt; and 
3. Tho July 2009 Acknowledgment and Ac<ep,anc. agrccmcnl all CCPA employee, 
executed; tnd 
4. The September 8, W09 Amendmen1 to the, Prosecution Services Term 
Agreem>nt; and 
S~ . Thl.S<i!lffllb.ot.ll.l..OQ2ktt~ m>Jll.9.•ls,ide aajitor Oib,bO<lS,_S_cott !I, D_~ •• LLP; 
end 
6. The Sopt,mbcl' JS, 2009 lotter from Clork Bill Hutti and T, .. ,..., Troclo Uoyd; 
and 
7. The Commission<rs' Minut<S from tho October 6, 2009 open meetmg with the 
Proseouting Attornoy' and 
8. Resolution No. 09-211; and 
9. Tho November 4, 2009 Seoond Amendment to the Prosecution Sorvic<s Tenn 
Asrcement. 
In addition to these records from lhc Cou.oty Commissioner', Office. ( bave included a 
oopy of the April 2009 s-1 of Pl'Op0,al P,03:nied by my OffJ<e to the City ofN•mpa In 
hopes dult it will provide ,omo t'urtn,r oonl#lrt for your Inquiry. No other rems meeiing tho 
r.-raznc.ten of your ffXJ.~Sl cx!SL 
000067 
Bob Henry 
March 15, 2010 
Page2 
Accordingly, in an attempt to comply with the spirit, and not just letter, ofidaho's public 
records law, please accept the following explanation of how the billing works in this contract 
until records meeting the parameters of your request might be generated, Per the competitively 
bid contract between Mr. Bujak and the City of Nampa, peiiodic payments are tendered from the 
City to Mr, Bujak in consideration of his provision of prosecutorial service, Those payments are 
deposited in a non-County account, which is then d1-awn upon to pay for office supplies and 
other "overhead" items at the CCPA Nampa annex. After those payments, along with the 
Prosecutor's Office salary adjustments that are funded by the contract, are subtracted, Mr. Bujak 
essentially donates the remaining balance to the County for deposit in ics general fund 
A description of this arrangement in the form of a mathematical equation would be: 
(Nampa payments)- (CCPA salary bumps+ Nampa annex overhead expenses) = (Amount to 
general fund). 
Although we believe that this an1mgement covers whatever County resources are 
consumed by Mr. Bujak functioning (with the hard work of his staff at the Collnty and in 
Nampa) as the Nampa City Prosecutor, he and the Board of County Commissioners also agreed 
by resolution that invoices could be submitted by County offices as necessary. No such invoices 
have been submitted. 
Although the Idaho Code allows cities to contract out for prosecution services, and 
despite the fact that such arrangements can, depending on the size of the city, its case volume, 
and other factors, be efficient and economical, we believe that the best practice recognizes the 
economies of scale inherent in a county Prosecutor's Office providing misdemeanor and 
infraction services along with the felony prosecution services it is statutorily obligated to 
provide. With regard to the City of Nampa, the current arrangement saves it approximately 
$100,000 P.er iea.i· compared to the next best bid. The deputy prosecuting attorneys and staff 
who-1nake the servfoipos.s1h1e receiveiioetter-salarfliiote-tfiaf neither Mi: Bujak nor his Chief 
of Staff accepted any salary increase), and the County sees its expenses covered as well, Of 
course, the greatest benefit is secured by the community, in the form of increa.sed accountability 
and public safety. 
We recognize that the a11·angement is innovative, and that it runs counter to the way 
things are traditionally done. We intend, however, under Mr. Bujak's direction, to render the 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office the state-wide model for efficient, effective, and 
just prosecution- and that l'equires no small measure of innovation. 
Should you wish to speak directly to Mt·. Bujak about these issues, feel free to call him at 





If yon believe you have been wrongfully denied access to the public records you have 
requested, you have the right to institute proceeding3 in the district court of this county within 
180 days from the date of this letter to attempt to compel disclosure of the info1mation requested. 
Sincerely) 
a:B.L~~ 







Public Records Request 
11 lS Albany •!- Caldwell, Idaho 83605 •:• Telephone: (208) 454~7300 
RIGHT TO EXAMINE PUBLIC DOCUMENTS 
Please Print Clearly 
Name: &g /dFNf0{ 
Address: ll5B:f W., NoemA:n s~ hltrm{:¥), .JJ) <is'h?b 
Phone: qhb- ~bb2 
Department this request is intended for: i?Ro s ecvrr.., J ea-are >'lfy. 
I am requesting to examine and/or take copies of the following public 
records: . , 1 
&rmc~ P"'4se Ffrzn 1t Yl4iec ~, ~ d:6 s/~o.- :x ~1bnT Kec.~,ve.. n,k AC.c c,(M-,.\v,~ 1 '1. i:oe.mA,'J7 M :r: Fe·t,,~ · 
IC ( l tke C, ,. c~.,.,pJ'VI 
1 






Timothy L Fleming 
Chief of Staff 
Bob Henry 
·-··· JOHN T. BUJA 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attomey 
Canyon County Courthouse • 1115 Albany Street • Caldwall, ID 83.605 
Telephone: (208)454-7391 • General Fax: (208)454-7474 • Civil Fax: (2O8)455--59S5 
Emal I: Jbujak@canyonco,o rg 
March 23, 2010 
11581 W. Nonnan Street 
Nampa, Idaho 83686 
Re: Public Records Request 
Dear Mr. Henry: 
Mellnda Longoria 
Office Managar 
Thank you for your public records request of March 22, 2010. As noted therein, you had 
previously requested copies of "Original contract executed w/Nampa for prosecuting service. 
Copy of any amended contracts execuJed with Nampa for prosecuting SllC. Copy of bills, 
invoices, etc. sent to Nampa by County for prosecuting svc.,, That earlier request went on to 
pose a number of questions: "Is Canyon County paiJJ directly by Nampa for prosecuting 
Services'! //not, where do tltefunds come from? //Nampa is paying any person/entity other 
than Canyon County, identify this person/entiJy; if tJte City of Nampa i.s paying so~one olller 
than Canyon County, please provide an accountiJtg of where those funds are being deposited 
and how tlrey are being dispersed to Canyon Coun.ty." 
In response to this initial request, you were sent the contracts and amendments and notice 
that no other County records meeting the parameters of your request existed. In lieu thereof, in a 
spirit of transparency and service, a number of other documents were provided - notably 
including a voluntarily created narrative that directly answered your general questions and 
described the flow of monies associated with the prosecution contract. 
Although your instant request suggests a dissatisfaction with this response, I can assure 
you that it was intended (as was noted at the time) to reflect an attempt to comply with the spirit, 
and not just letter, ofldah.o's public records law. I would subrrut to you that our current response 
again evinces such intent, and is also an expression of the desire to afford an informal and simple 
resolution to a citizen's concerns. It would seem to me that this ought to be a function of the 
public servant, and it is a curious thing when such an effort apparently offends the very public 
who benefits. 
Your immediate request asserts/inquires as follows: "/didn't recei've the accounting 
information I requested. Specifically, I would like ledgers, copies of bank statement!, copies 
of source documents that show the flaw of payments made from ll,e City of Nampa to any 
intermedJary accounts and,flnally, ta the Coun't;y Treasurer. Hopefully this ls dear enough. 
If not, please contact me as soon as possible. Regarding the accounting documentation, 
please provide documentation for the time period July, 2009 through Feb. 2010." 
000073 
Bob Henry 
March 23, 2010 
Page2 
Please accept the following response, which reiterates and expands upon our initial 
response: No records meeting the parameters of this request exist. Specifically, neither the 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office nor the Canyon County Board of Commissioners 
- the entities to which your request was apparently directed - have created or retained any 
documentation such as ledgers, bank statements, or source documents that show the flow of 
payments from the City of Nampa to any intermediary accounts and finally to the county 
treasurer. We have located, and here include, copies of Auditor's Certificates reflecting receipt 
into the County Treasury of monies related to the prosecution services contract However, you 
may wish to contact the Canyon County Treasurer or Clerk for other records that might be 
created or retained by their Offices. Similarly, the City of Nampa might have 'documentation 
that more fully conforms to the very letter of your request, and you are welcome - as always - to 
contact me to discuss your concerns. Of course, such discussions can be complicated by the fact 
that this Office cannot provide you with legal advice - accordingly, I would also suggest that 
there might be some value to you in discussing your concerns with an attorney of your own. The 
Idaho State Bar provides a lawyer referral service that can be helpful in this regard. 
If you believe you have been wrongfully denied access to the public records you have 
requested, you have the right to institute proceedings in the district court of this county within 
180 days from the date of this letter to attempt to compel disclosure of the information requested. 
Cordially, 
. uel B. lgheed 









A U O I T O R I S C E R T I F I C A T E 
TO THE TREASURER OF CANYON COUNTY1 
You ara hareby authorized to receive into the County Treasury the 
itams listed below, and upon the completion oi Treasurer's Receipt 
at th• bottom oE this page you ara charged with this amount. 
Sourca oi Revenue 









T R E A 9 U R E R ' S R E C E I P T 
' Oiiic• oi 
Received .Erom 
The sum oi 
Oate1----.,-~..,..-/d_' -~-f2 ..... 9 ___ _ 
State oi Idaho 
TRACIE LLOYD, County Treasurer 




~ U O I T d R I S 
C 
( , 
C E R T I F I C A T E 
ro THE TREASURER OF CANYON COUNTY1 
You ara hereby authorized to receive into the County Treasury tha 
1tems . listed be.low,· and upon tha completion oi Treasurer-' s Receipt 
at the bottom cf this page you are charged with th1~ amount. 
Source of Revenue 









T R E A S U R E R ' S R E C E I P T 
Oiiice of the County , Stats of Idaho 
Received iromr:/: -""'-c...:.-""lliM,,1,1._..~:rL,t;&-~"4'tf!A~'-"~""'----------
The sum oi .....,~~~,_,.,....,._.,..~-----------------
TRACIE LLOYD, County Treasurer 







A U D I T O R ' S C E R T I F I C A T E 
TO THE TREASURER OF CANYON COUNTYr 
You are hereby authorized to receive into the County Treasury the 
1tems listed below, and upon the completion oi Treasurer:s Receipt 
at the bottom oi this page you are charged with this amount. 
Source 0£ Revenue 
PROS ATTY SERVICES 
PROS ATTY SERVICES 
Explanation 







Total :H7, 166. 96 
=z=========== 
w~ HURST. County 
By· ~...-vk:) 




T R E A S U R E R ' S R E C E I P T 
Olfice oi the County Treasurer, Canyon County, State oi Idaho 
Received £rem 
The sum oi 
TRACIE LLOYD, County Treasurer 
Date1 ___________ _ 





) A U O ! T O R ' 5 C E R T I F I C A T E 
TO THE TREASURER OF CANYON COUNTY: 
( You are hereby authorized to receive into the County Treasury the 
I 
· items listed below, and upon the completion oi Treasurer's Receipt 
at the bottom oi this page you are charged with this amount. 
Source oi Revenue 










T R E A s u R E R , s R E C E I P T 
O,H ice 0£ 
Received £rem 
The sum o.£ 
Date1 __ j/_-........ /[} .....,,~--9 __ 
State 0£ Idaho 
TRACIE LLOYD, County Treasurer 





A U O I T O R ' 5 C E R T I F I C A T E 
TO THE TREASURER OF CANYON COUNTYi 
You are hereby authorized to receive into the County Treasury the 
items listed below, and upon the completion oi Treasurer's Receipt 
at the bottom 0£ this page you are charged with this amount. 
Source oi Revenue Account Number Amount 
PROS ATTY SERVICES !!~0000000341431 9,642.92 
WILLIAM 
r R E A S U R E R ' 8 R E C E I P T 
Oi£ice oi the 
Received £rem 
rhe sum oi 
Oate: _
7
~........,--~ ......... ~-e __ 
y, State oi Idaho 









A U D I T O R : 5 C E R T I F I C A T E 
TO THE TREASURER OF CANYON COUNTY2 
You are hereby authorized to receive into the County Treasury the 
items listed below, and upon the comp!etion oi Treasurar:s Receipt 
at the bottom oi this page you are charged with this amount. 
Sour~e oi Revenue 






~::ta~ ___ :::~~~:~~ 
Explanation _A~,.~··-------·----~----~-------------r /~/,q 1,J I 
~i.\, ~ ~o.. '-0 ~ <\ ~ r \ o--. WILLIAM County Auditor 
'~-~?~· 
****************************************************** 
T R E A S U R E R ' S R E C E I P T 
0££i~e oi the County Treasurer, Canyon County, State 0£ Idaho 
Received .Erom 
The sum oi 
TRACIE LLOYD, County Treasurer 





,.;uDITD;:;. C E R r I F I C A T E 
ro THE TREASURER OF CANYON COUNTY: 
You are hereby authorized to receive into the County Treasury the 
,terns listed below, and upon the completion oi Treasurer's fiece1pt 
at the bottom oi this page you are charged with this amount. 
Source of Revenue Account Number Amount 
PA FEES-NAMPA ll6000000034143l ·-?, 642. 95 
Total $9.642.95 
============= 
Explanation \l\3'\\f\ ~CJ \\ \\S \ Cf\ 





r R E A S U R E R ' S R E C E I P T 
0££1c:e 0£ the County Treasurer, Canyon County, State oi Idaho 
Received lrom 
The sum oi 
TRACIE LLOYD, County Treasurer 









A U D I T O R ' S C E R T r F I C A r E 
TO THE TREASURER OF C~NYON COUNTY: 
You are hereby authorized ta receive into the County freasury the 
items listed below, and upon the complet1cn oi Treasurer's Receipt 
at the bottom oi this page you are charged with this amount. 
Source oi Revenue Account Numbe:t- Amount 






r R E A s u R E R , s RECEIPT 
0££ice oi the County Treasurer, Canyon County, State oi Idaho 
Received from 
fhe sum oi 
TRACIE LLOYD, County Treasurer 




A U 0 ' T D ~ ' 5 
ro THE ~~EA3LiRE~ OF CANYON COUNTY: 
iau ~re hereby authorized to re~e1~e into the Ccuntv Traaswry the 
items listed b~low, and upon the completion oi Treasurer's A~ce1pt 
.:1t the bt.Jttom a£ th1·3 page yi:)u .:1.:re ctiarged with tt-:1s amount, 










-U9, 214. 78 
============ 
~ILLI~~ c;~:::=tor 
By _____ w___._...._~ . ..... . .. -.. ...  ..... --..._.--,___Depu ty 
J<:tnu<:try 21, 2010 
************~*************·~*************************** 
T R E A 5 U R E R ' 5 R E C. E I P T 
Oi£ice of the County Treasurer, Canyon County, State cf Idaho 
;:;;i:ce.i ved £rem 
The sum ui 
TRACIE LLDYC, County Treasurer 




TQ ~~E T;EA3U~5~ CF C;N~CN CCUNTi: 
icw are ~ereb~ autnor1z~d t~ rsce1v~ into tn~ County Treasury the 
1 tams !1~ted ~~low, and u~on :he completion oi Traaswrer'$ Rac~1pt 
at the bo~tom oi th13 ~aga you •re cnarg~d w1tn this ~mount. 
1~60000COOS41¼51 
Total 
,::)1pl,,n.at1on ·\}/cig /oq - 1/10 lio q/;1y. ~? 
____ 1/..:-..,.1  .......... /J___ a_-:_ 1 /(l)YL, a d I ft> 3tJ. '11 
•JJILLIAt-! H 
By 
T A E A 5 U R E R ' S FEC:::IPT 
l q ~11 ".·: . ' "---+ • .. a 
·fil 9, 21 '-~.; 6 
--=----=----.;:: 
Oii1ce cf the County Treasurer, C~nyon County, 3tat~ oi Id•ho 








TO THE TREASURER OF CANYON COUNTY: 
You are hereby authorized to receive into the County Treasury the items listed below, and upon the 
completion of Treasurer's Receipt at the bottom of this page you are charged with this amount. 









March 09, 2010 
··-······································································································ 
TREASURER'S RECEIPT 
Office of the Court, Treasurer, Canyon County, State of Idaho 
Received from-----------------------------
The sum of ----------------------------
TRACIE LLOYD, County Treasurer 





TO THE TREASURER OF CANYON COUNTY: 
You are hereby authorized to receive into the County Treasury the items listed below, and upon the 
completion of Treasurer's Receipt at the bottom of this page you are charged with this amount 
Source of Bevenuo pJ 011 ')./ ~(/1 o 
NAMPA ATTORNEY FEES 2/8-2/21/2010 








exp1anatton: ~\_D __ ,_0 __ ~-\-\a ..... \-\-\ ....... \\} __ C\_, ___ u ~ 4-'-'--. ~-~------
n making deposit 
WILLIAM M·H\JRST, Co&Jnty Auditor 
ey ~OV\ 
March 12, 2010 
···-·································································-··································· 
TREASURER'S RECEIPT 
Office of the Court, Treasurer, Canyon County, State of Idaho 
Deputy 
Received from __________________________ _ 
The sum of----------------------------
TRACIE LLOYD, County Treasurer 





Dear Canyon County Board of Commissioners: 
Enclosed please find documentation that I received on March 8, 2010, from the City of Nampa 
As you can see, this is an accounting of the monthly payments made by Nampa to Canyon 
County Prosecuting Attorney, John Bujak, for services rendered in connection with Nampa 
prosecution. 
According to this document, Mr. Bujak had been paid the following amounts prior to the date of 
my request in connection with the provision of prosecutorial services to the City of Nampa: 
Ch,ckDate Check No. Check Amount 
September 4, 2009 90008331 $145,056.44 
December 9, 2009 100001298 $99,726.30 
January 20, 2010 100002247 $49,863.15 
February 17, 2010 100002860 $49,863.15 
To summarize, Mr. Bujak was paid an amount totaling $344,509.04 for prosecuting services 
presumably rendered from July 2009 through January 2010. 
Also find enclosed a public records request dated March 5, 2010 that I sent to Canyon County. I 
asked for, among other things, copies of "bills, invoices, etc. sent to Nampa by county for 
prosecuting services." I also requested that the County "provide an accounting" of where funds 
for prosecuting services paid by Nampa to Canyon County are deposited. 
In response to my March 5, 2010 request I received a letter dated March 15, 2010 from Canyon 
County Deputy Prosecutor, Samuel Laugheed, a copy of which is enclosed. Mr. Laugheed 
provided a copy of the contracts executed to date between Nampa and Mr. Bujak for prosecuting 
services. Mr. Laugheed verified that Nampa pays Mr. Bujak, the individual, for providing 
prosecutorial services. He also stated, in no uncertain terms, that the funds received by Mr. 
000088 
Bujak are deposited into a "non-county account." Beyond these disclosures, Mr. Laugheed 
failed to provide the additional infonnation I asked for in my March 5,201 0 request. 
However, in response to my March 5, 2010 request Mr. Laugheed did give me documentation 
and infonnation that I did not request, including two letters. Both letters were addressed to the 
Canyon County Commissioners. One letter, dated September 11, 2009, was from Gibbons, Scott 
and Dean, LLP, the Canyon County Auditor. The second letter was dated September 15, 2009, 
and was from Canyon County Clerk, William H. Hurst, and Canyon County Treasurer, Tracie 
Lloyd. Both letters opined that prosecuting funds from Nampa should be paid directly to Canyon 
County. The letter from Gibbons, Scott and Dean, LLP went so far as to question whether the 
current accounting practice being utilized by Mr. Bujak violates Idaho Code § 31-2119. 
I sent another public records request, dated March 18, 2010, to Canyon County asking for 
"ledgers, copies of bank statements, copies of source documents that show the flow of payments 
made from the City of Nampa to any intermediary accounts." A copy of this request is enclosed 
for your review. I requested this documentation for the time period of July 2009 through 
February 2010. 
Mr. Laugheed responded to my March 18, 2010 request in a letter dated March 23, 2010. A 
copy of his letter is enclosed for your review. He stated that "no records meeting the 
parameters" of my March 18, 20 I 0, public records request exist, noting specifically that "neither 
the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's office nor the Canyon County Board of 
Commissioners ... have created or retained any documentation such as ledgers, bank statements, 
or source documents that show the flow of payments from the City of Nampa to any 
intermediary accounts and finally to the county treasurer.'' 
Despite his assertion that these records don't exist or, to the extent that they did exist, copies 
weren't retained by Canyon County, Mr. Laugheed did manage to partially fulfill my request by 




Date Received Source of Revenue Amount Denosited 
November 17, 2009 PROS A TTY SERVICES $9,574.04 
November 25, 2009 PA FEES-NAMPA $9,642.95 
December 16, 2009 CITY OF NAMPA $9,574.81 
January 22, 2010 ATTY FEES NAMPA $19,214.78 
February 9, 2010 PA ATTY FEES NAMPA FEB $19,214.76 
Without any explanation Mr. Laugheed failed to provide similar Auditor's Certificates for the 
months of July, August, September, and October, despite the fact I requested documentation for 
these months as well. 
What I'm ultimately interested in is inspecting all documentation showing the "paper trail" for 
each transfer of funds paid by the City of Nampa for prosecution services from the "non-county 
account" referred to in Mr. Laugheed's letter of March 15, 2010 to any Canyon County account. 
As a tax-paying resident of both the City of Nampa and Canyon County, it is impossible for me 
to determine whether I am satisfied with this "innovative" arrangement between Nampa and 
Mr. Bujak that "runs counter to the way things are traditionally done" until I am afforded access 
to the documents that shed light on whether funds are actually received by Canyon County and, 
if so, into which County account(s). Instead of having your attorneys tell me for the third time 
how this system works, I am simply asking to inspect the paperwork that illustrates the flow of 
funds from Nampa to Canyon County for prosecution services. Mr. Laughed has suggested to 
me twice, in writing, that no public records exist to account for this flow of funds. That simply 
cannot be true. 
To avoid the possibility of any confusion, and in an effort to move beyond what appears to be 
purposeful obfuscation by the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office, I am requesting the 
following: 
1. Copies of all ledgers, bank statements, checks, and all other records evidencing 
the transfer of all funds into and out of the "non-county account" into which Mr. Bujak deposits 
the prosecuting funds he receives from Nampa from July 2009 through this letter's date. I make 
3 
000090 
this request regardless of whether such records are in the custody or control of Canyon County, 
Mr. Buj~ or any third party financial institution. 
2. Copies of all ledgers, bank statements, checks, and all other records evidencing 
the transfer of all funds into and out of any account or depository of any kind into which the 
funds paid by Nampa are, or have ever been, deposited from July 2009 through this letter's date. 
[ make this request regardless of whether such records are in the custody or control of Canyon 
County, Mr. Bujak, or any third party financial institution. 
3. All documentation that sets forth deposits of funds paid by Nampa for prosecution 
services into the County's General Fund from July 2009 through this letter's date. Specifically, [ 
would like to see documents evidencing the dates these payments were received by the County, 
the source of revenue, the amounts deposited, and the identity of the individual who deposited 
the funds. 
4. Auditor's Certificates for the months of July, August, September, and October of 
2009 that reflect payments received into any Canyon County account in connection with Nampa 
prosecuting services. Specifically, I would like to see documents evidencing the dates these 
payments were received by the County, the source of revenue, the amounts deposited, and the 
identity of the individual who deposited the funds. 
5. All documents necessary or relevant to determine the actual figures, from July 
2009 through this letter's date, that are necessary to calculate the "mathematical equation" 
described in Mr. Laugheed letter of March 15, 2010 as follows: "(Nampa payments) - (CCPA 
salary bumps+ Nampa annex overhead expenses)= (Amount to general fund)." 
Pursuant to Mr. Laugheed's recommendation, I am sending a copy of this letter to the Canyon 
County Clerk and Treasurer. For clarification, this request is made pursuant to Idaho Code § 9-
338 and is directed to: 1) Canyon County Government generally, including all County 
departments, employees, officers, and elected or appointed officials that have custody or control 
of any records requested, and 2) to any other public or private third party individual or entity 
4 
000091. 
(including financial institutions) that has custody or control of any of the records requested. If 
anyone to whom this public records request is being sent or has been copied would like to speak 
with me about this matter, I look forward to that opportunity. If I do not receive access to 
documents that comply with this request I will have no choice but to seek legal action as Mr. 
Laugheed encouraged me to do in his most recent letter. 
Very truly yours, 
Bob Henry 
Cc: William T. Hurst, County Clerk 
Tracie Lloyd, County Treasurer 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
John T. Bujak 


















April I, 2010 
IIGbRmly 
CiJnyon County Clerk 
WILLIAM H. HURST 
CU:RJC Or TIii OISTRICf COURT 
AUDITOR AND RECOIUlt:R 




Brad l ad<loa 
Cllltf Doputy 
11581 W. NomwlSL 
Nampa, ID 83686 
Mr. lloo,y, 
Per your public~ r,:qt1CS11 rooeivcd In thoClork'a officoApril I, 2010, resardlugmoncy 
roceivod &om tho Prmeculor'I office r« ICIMCel !Otho Cily ofNampa. 
• Itmnl 4 oa paao4 ofyourn,quml latll:r 
. 
IDclud,d willt 11w lcttor uo Audilor'1 catifiAt.cs dcpotiting monoy &om tho ProlO<llling 
Allomcy tar blllillp &om August through February 2010. 
The money is bciJJi dq,osi1Cd In tho Cc,mly Justic6 fimd and nct lh_e Gmenl FWKI. 
Sinanly, 
~\1.\ \ l) 
~~~~ 
o\~~~~ 
~~ .... \:)~~~ 
w\ ~~·~ 
000094 "°"" ~~ ~ ~~ 
tn.BIII li1llll.m 
28.7361 2,288.85 
21.&3• 1.747. 12 
1Uao3 1.IN.'2 















17-W7 , .~30 
17.ll37 1,402.30 
1~. 1,224.0S 
9.79 273 . &f . . -, ~ 
~ .. H . ~~))f 
... - ll,37S..47 
15.3251 1,221.05 
15-!llSI 1,2.CS.11 

















14.3871 I, 1411..42 















Proncllllng -,.,, bllnng fat 1111 Januwy IS 2010 p111c!ledt 
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BUAGOS, OA/Hl.J.J! V 






OICUII, AHQBJ~ D 
!!AM£0, OAYI0 9 






GUTll!JVU!Z. MEIJSSA J 
GUZMAN, MARCEllA M 
HAHN.DAVIDI .. . ... §Qti~I( 
·~oo;liieii 
JACOIISEH, NANCf 
J.ACQUU. MCMEL R 
JAMl!BON,ReOAHC 
~~ .. 
l<ETUNIIIO, TY A 
UNCIS. ~L 
LAUOH!!ll. SAM 8 
1..0MEIJ, TINA M 
I..ONGOOIA, ou.l!lJNOA 
LORS..1.0, Dltlll:1. 0 
UJHA.JAIMEM 
MA/1..1!1', fll!Cl(Y L 
MILE8, llEIIM J 
MOON:. DAWN R 
MtA.OO()N, CHE1M. A 










ST AOl.£II. LOll!TTA A 










ZlEOENf'Ua8, SU8MI K 
ttxan ~ 
21.T.!SI 2,2111.1115 





































2',l!e'7 1.m ,a 
31. 1:iaa 2,48GA2 
11.6129 1,241.03 
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117,M 
10,IIO ... 
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,1.01 
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Proseartlns Attorn.y bldln& for th• November 61009 pr,chtcll 
•Actual psyn,11 data 10/l!I/WOHJ/01/UlOt HypotMllcal peyroQ and dlff1- 11J/U/20(1'J.U/01/'1IJ()lj 
.ti!.all ~ ~ ~ 
BEVEii. MATTHEW R 28.7356 2,298.85 
BOAlS, KENNlTM C 21.8390 1,747.12 
BOZEMAN, TINA L 14.9103 1,191.42 
~~toi~.~1~.e~lle . ·33.S249 i,_68?,,9? 
BUJA)(, JOHN T so:uin 4,008.58 
BURGE5.1, OANIEUf V 17,24U 1,37930 
BUTUll, COURTNEY M 9.7500 370.5 
CHILOS., JAO:IEL 15.5445' 1,243.56 
CH.~ff./;,J>~Y!O A 29.2145 i;m .. 1~ 
CORNWAU. JCAIIOIJ 19.isio 1,532.56 
CRAWFORD, WIWAM 0 3S.919S 2,873.56 
DAVlS-11iOMPSOH, EUZ 24.11)15 1,921.12 
DEARING, JEfmEY P 24.6647 1,373.lB 
DICUS, ANGELJl(A 0 16.2.US 1,.302.68 
EAMES, OAV10 8 34.4427 2,758.62 
ERICSON. CARLTON R 40.7088 3,256.70 
FLEMING, TroJ 36.5421 2,923.37 
FLEMING, TIMOM L 47.4137 3,793.10 
FlETOin, Wll.l.lA.MX 24.6647 1,973.18 
FRANICUH, BR£NOA 0 17,7U)3 1,417.62 
GAROA, CHRISTINA 17.5287 1,402.30 
GUTIEIIREZ, MEUSSAJ 17.5287 1,40230 
GUZMAN, MARCELLA M 15,3256 1,226.05 
HAHN, OAV!O 8 9.7500 346.U 
HANSON; oeaRA K 30:r;sii' wi.10 
HIMES, 'oui'1se"~ . 29:6934 2,11sA1 
JACOBS€H, NANCY 15.32.56 1.,226.CS 
JAMESON, REGAN C 24.6647 1,973.18 
KAWN, EIUCAM 33.5149 2,681.99 
KETUN~, TY A 40,7088 3,256.70 
lANDIS, UNOA L 19.1570 1,532.56 
lAUGHE£0, SAM B 40.7088 3,256.70 
LOMELI, TINA M 15.3254 1,226.0S 
LONGORJA, EAMEUNOA 32.5670 2,605.36 
LOREUO, DANJEl D 40.'7088 3,256.70 
LUNA,JAlME M 18.1992 1,45S.94 
MARLER, BECkY L 18.6781 1,49.US 
MARTllf, SAIWi J 10.0000 160 
MILES, DEBRAJ 1S.2298 1,218.38 
MOORE, DAWN R 17.7203 1.,417.52 
MUU>OON, OIEIIYl A 17.9111 1,432.94 
MYERS, KARAM 9,7500 3705 
NElSOlf, MICAAELJ 24.6647 591..95 
PEEi!(. RACHELR 15.5651 1,245.21 
PORTER, MIO'.AEl K 31.1302 2,490.A2 
RENFflOf. ANGEUQUE 15.51.29 1,241.03 
RUHS,JOOYL 14.3678 1,149.42 
SANCHE?. MAAIA T 13.3227 1,065.82 
SMITH, lACQ.UEUN A 21.2950 1.703.60 
SMITH,JANNAJ 1S.6609 1,2Sl.f7 
SOMOZA, ll.EONOM 3'4.0038 2,720.30 
STADLER, tORETTAf. 19,1091 1,521.73 
SWANSON, GREGORY N 33.5249 2,681.99 
TAYLOR,8llYAIH 38-3141 3,065.13 
TERREll. OONNAL 21.8390 1.747.12 
THOMSON, ERICX B 26.8199 2,145.59 
tWOMBlY, JE.NNlfEll R 19.2768 1,54U4 
WANGSGARO, PAIJIA 16.3793 l,31034 
;weNNtN'ciili;wo · ·2$.sm 2,1As.s9 
WESLEY, ZACMAIIY J 27,7177 2,12.2..U, 
WETHERE°il. EVA M 1S.2298 1,2W8 
WKATCOlT, JUSTIN 0 33.5249 2,681.99 
WOLFF, GEAALD L 46.2164 3,697.31 
ZIEGENFUSS, SUSAN IC 23.9463 1,915.70 
Total 
'Hto~hled 1mpio-,9.. rwc4~ect i iiev 1c1J111tmetii 1W1rG 00/aTl'JJX» noc .dlnld!t resuiir.o 1rom ·.,. .Nampa ccn1rac1. acu1· peyroi 
nformallon~·no11111dto,t111aaemploy9M. ThM'~111t1uudlnlhe~llllOV•la.lowertl\M1hwlC!lalhollt;rala. 
The ~tly 1'1.le 
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11U1 ... .... ,. 
""" -..... ..... ...., ..... _.. ..... 
"""' ....-.. ... ... 
-" ....... 
• .. ... .. ..... ... .,... 
•• .... -·-..... ._ .. .... ..... ..... 
• ·::. :eoutlngAttorneybllUngfortlleO-bw420ot ....... -.. :J 
•Aaual payroll daQ ll/U/200!·11/U/2009 lfyJ)othatlcal P1Ytoll and dlff1ranc• 11/16/20C1H1/2!J/200J 
t:!l!n.R liO'.!l!I $hW..IIIX H ~ 
BEVER. MATTHEW R 
BOALS. KENNElrf C 
BOZEMAN TINA L · ·-·-·~·- ·· . . ,_B_M:T ... ,_!(!Ml!~ 
BWAK,JOHNT 
BURGESS, DAMEl.LE V 
BUT\..ER, COURTNEY M 
CHILOS,JACl<lE L 
:9.H~~Eii!; DAYI? 
CORNWALL, KAREN J 
CAAWFOAO, WILUMI 0 
DAVIS•TliOMPSON, EU 
DEARING, JEFFASY P 
OICUS, ~GEl.JKA D 
EAMES, OAVlO B 
ERICSON, CARLTON R 
FLEMINO, TEO J 
Fl.EMINO, TIMOTHY L 




GUZMAN, MAACB..LA M 
HAHN. DAVID B 
HANSON. DEBRA K 
'Hii.1es;·oENlSE R . 
JACOBSEN, NANCY 
JAMESON, REGAN C 
KALLIN, ERICA M 
KETUNSIO, TY A 
LANOIS, LINDA L 
L.AUGHE£0, SAM B 
LOMB..J, TINA M 
LONGORIA. ERMELINDA 
LOREU.O, OANla D 
LUNA, JAIME M 
MARL.Efl, BECKY L 
MILE8, DEBRA J 
MOORE, DAWN R 
MULDOON, CHERYL A 
MYERS. KARAM 
NELSON, MICHAEL J 
PEEK. RACHEt. R 
PORTER. MICHAEL K 
RENFROE. ANGalQUE 
RUHS, JODYL 
SANCHEZ. MARIA T 
SMITH, JACQUELIN A 
SMITH, JANNA J 
SOMOZA. E.U:ONOFIA 
STADLER. LORETTA A 
SWANSON, GREGORY N 
TAVLOA. BRYAN F 
TERREl.l, DONNA L 





WETHEREU., EVA M 
WHATCOTT, JUSTIN 0 
WOLFF,GEAALDL 
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April 5, 2010 
Bob Henry 
11581 W Norman St. 
Nampa, ID 83686 
From th, offiCll of 
Tracie Lloyd 
Treasurer and Ex-officio Tax Collector 
of Canyon County 
P.O. Box 1010 Caldwell, ID 83606 
(208) 454-7354 Fu (208) 454-7388 
E-mRil: tlloyd@conyoncounty.org 
Re: Public Records Request 
Dear Mr. Henry: 
In reference to your public records request received April l, 20 I 0, I have compiled my responses 
and the documents available in my office for your review. 
Your request asked that I provide the following information: 
l. "Copies of all ledger, bank statement, checks and alJ other records evidencing the transfer 
of all funds into and out of the "non-county account'' into which Mr. Bujak deposits the 
prosecuting funds he receives from Nampa from July 2009 through this letter's date. I 
make this request regardless of. whether such records are in the custody or control of 
Canyon County, Mr. Bujak, or any third party financial institution." 
2. "Copies of all ledgers> bank statements, checks and all other records evidencing the 
transfer of all funds into and out of any account or depository of any kind into which the 
funds paid by Nampa are, or have ever been, deposited from July 2009 through this 
letter's date. I make this request regardless of whether such records are in the custody or 
control of Canyon County, Mr. Bujak, or any third party financial institution." 
3. 0 All documentation that sets forth deposits of funds paid by Nampa for prosecution 
services into the County's General Fund from July 2009 through this letter's date. 
Specifically, I would like to see documents evidencing the dates these payments were 
received by the County, the source of revenue, the amounts deposited, and the identity of 
the individual who deposited the funds." 
4. "Auditor's Certificates for the months of July, August, September and October of 2009 
that reflect payments received into any Canyon County account in connection with 
Nampa prosecuting services. Specifically, I would like to see documents evidencing the 
dates these payments were received by the County, the source of revenue, the amounts 
deposited, and the identity of the individual who deposited the funds.'' 
5. "All documents necessary or relevant to detennine the actual figures, from July 2009 
through this letter's date, that are necessary to calculate the "mathematical equation" 
described in Mr. Laugheed letter of March 15,2010 as follows: "(Nampa payments) -
(CCPA salary bumps+ Nampa annex overhead expenses)= (Amount to general fund)." 
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As Canyon County Treasurer, I am responsible for monies that are deposited into the treasury 
collectively. I do not oversee the accounting on an individual fund level. However, in an effort 
to provide information available in my office, I did confer with the Canyon County Auditor's 
Office to obtain the specific fund number in which these funds are being credited and obtained 
specific Auditor Certificate numbers which have been credited to this fund. 
I offer the following response to each of your specific requests. 
l. I do not have any records in my possession of any ledgers, bank statements, checks or 
other records evidencing the transfer of funds into and out of any ''non-county account" 
relating to prosecuting funds Mr. Bujak has received from Nampa. · 
2. I do not have any records of any ledgers, bank statements, checks or any other records 
evidencing the transfer of all funds into and out of any account or depository of any kind 
into which the funds paid by Nampa are or have been deposited. 
3. I have provided copies of the Auditor's Certificates which accompany each deposit 
made by the Prosecuting Attorney's Office. These receipts provide the date which the 
deposit was received by my office, the amount deposited and the identity of the 
individual who presented the money to me or my staff. I do not have in my possession 
information which would provide the actual "source of revenue" being presented. No 
images of actual deposits to the treasury are retained by my office. References made in 
the explanation area of the Auditor's Certificate which states "Refer to Attached" refers 
to information retained by the County Auditor, not available in my office records. 1 am 
presented with the Auditor's Certificate and the money being deposited only. 
4. Again, I refer to documentation obtained on the Auditor Certificate's I have provided in 
reference to the above request. No deposits were made or credited to this fund during 
the months of July and August that I am aware of and according to information I obtain 
from the County Auditor. The Auditor Certificate's retained by my office does identify 
the person who brought the deposit to my office, the amount of money received, the 
date it was received and who accepted the deposit in my office on the day it was 
presented. No other documentation is available in my office to substantiate the actual 
revenue source. 
5. I am not aware of nor have I been involved with "any in-depth" discussion involving the 
contract between the Prosecuting Attorney and the City of Nampa. This is not within 
my statutory responsibilities. I have no documents relevant to determine the actual 
figw·es necessary to calculate the "mathematical equation" in which you refer. 
Furthermore, my office does not oversee payroll, salaries or salary adjustments of 
offices outside that of tny own, therefore I have no knowledge or documentation which 
could substantiate or provide insight to any part of this request. 
I hope you find my responses and information I have provided satisfactory. Please feel free to 
contact me if you would like clarification on any of the facts I have presented. Additionally, 
should you feel that you have been improperly denied information you requested of me, you 
have the right to institute proceedings in the district court of this county within 180 days from the 
date of the maj)ing of this letter to attempt to compel disclosure of that infonnation. 
Sincerely, 
~~ 
Canyon County Treasurer 
Enclosures: 12 pages 
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fEQ:Z0~1 
A U O r T O R ' a C E R T I F I C A T E 
TO rHE TRE'.A~URER OF ·CAN1t'OM COUNTYs 
You.ar~ her~by ~uthoi1ze~ to reteive 1nto ~he County rr~as~~~ the 
Lt~ms 11~ted below~ ~ntj u~on tha ~ompl~t1on 0£ Treasurer's R~c~i~t 
~t the bottom ai th19 p~ge ycu ~re ch~rged with th1a amount. 
Eidurc::e of Reveriue Ai:count Number Amount 
PROS ~TTY SERVICES l -
- ~9,574.i,4 :1,0:is======= .. = 
~-----' ----· 
---------------------------------
·OH ice_ o.f 
Received ir:om 
ff'}e g~1m oi, 
Auditor 
Deputy. 
~ R·E AS URE R '5 RECEIPT 
the .County Treasurer, Canyon Count/, State oi Idahq 
.c:8___&1_--~---· 
c7 5 7l/. &<-/ 




..; u o r. r o R . · s C E R T I F I C A T E 
· ro Tf-lE TREASV~l;R OF. CANYON COl,INTYi . . . 
·(ou ,-,re here!by ~uthor1zs_d _to reciuve .1.Mt13 the CC>unty rreasury the 
.1.te1ms Lu.ted befow, and upon the 1,.CJ,mp.Let10n or Treal!lu:rer· s fie~e1p1; 
~t the bottom oi th1~ page you are cha~ged with this ama4nt. 
5our~e of Revenue 
PA FEES-NAMPA 









TREASUREn' S fiECE.t~T 
iJ.U .ic;e oi thei County Tl'er!\?!IUl'E!l't Ccmyon County, State o.i .Idaho . . . 
.,. Receu veil irom Pfl . . .. . 





~ U O I T O R ' S C E ~ T I F I C H T E 
. ro fHE TREASURER OF CANYON COUNTY 1 
Y~u are hereby authorized to reca1ve into the County Treasury the 
J.tet•J!.e J. ist.1:1q be!ow, .;i.nd upcm the compJ.etion Qi Trtaa$urer' s;s Receipt 
~t the b9ttom oE th1~ pag~ y~u are ~harg~d with th1s amount. · 
Account Nwmber Amount 
crry OF N1~MP1::i ll6000COOOS4143l 
rotd 
.! , ~>.<P~_anatwn 
,..;._.,.,.._. _ 
•', 
T R E ~ S U R E R ' t R E C E I P T 




TRACIE LLOYD, County Traaau~er 




' ' .. ' 
~ U D I T O ~ ' S C E ~ T I F I C A T E 
. TQ ·r HE TREASURER OF CANYON COUNT''l'J 
. folJ _: .. ,,r.a hsr~!Jy 1:1wthoriisd to. rec:e1ve 1nto .the County Trea~!Jr'y tlie 
1t~in, ll~ted belaw, •nd µpo~ the cam~l~t1cn Ol Treasurer'~ Receipt 
~-t the bi.JttoiT\ 0£ ~hls paga you are ch.arged 11nth thl~ .anto1Jnt. 
Scurc~ a£ ~evenue 
·ATTY F~l::'.S-Nt=iMPA 
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1temB ll~tad belo~, ~nd upon the cc~pletion aE Tr~a~u~~r•3 R~ceipt 
dt the bottom oi th1s page you oitt'EI charged with thlFJ .amount. 
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, CcJunty Auditor 
February 9 1 2010 
TREASURER ' S RECEIPT· 
Ol£ice a£ tha County Treasurer, Canyon County, State 0£ IQaho 
Received irom -~Q..._..? _____ fJ.~';4 _____________ , ____ _ 
The -~.m oi /2 ·d /((. 7(£2 
TRACIE LLOYD, Cuunty Treasurer 




TO THE TREASURER OF CANYON COUNTY: 
You are hereby authorized to receive Into the County Treasury the items listed below, and upon the 
completion of TreasurerJs Receipt at the bottom of this page you are charged with this amount. 
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March 09, 2010 
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TREASURER'S RECEIPT 
Office of the Court, Treasurer, canyon County, State of Idaho 
Received from O ?f --PA · 
The sum of $9S1l./., g_s 





TO THE TREASURER OF CANYON COUNTY: 
You are hereby authorized to receive into the County Treasury the items listed below, and upon the 
completion of Treasurer's Receipt at the bottom of this page you are charged with this amount. 
source of Revenue I) i .. ,. . ). 1· ;,· tii r 1 1,\ I •, , I~· •' 
NAMPA ATTORNEY FEES 2/8-2/21/2010 
ATTORNEY FEES OTHER CITIES 
Account Number 
1180000000341431 
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March 12, 2010 
TREASURER'S RECEIPT 
the Court, Treasurer, Canyon County, State of Idaho 
Deputy 
Received from _.........__......,"'--___ .,,,._'fH~~----------------
Thesum of l 0,l{'?)<c/-,, i~ 





From: John T. Bujak [mailto:jbujak@canyonco.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2010 12:00 PM 
To: Bob Henry 
Subject: RE: Case Law 
I suppose it is possible that you are unaware of the other steps Hamilton, Michaelson & Hilty has 
taken related to your information requests, but the firm clearly took steps well beyond "helping 
you with wording on public records requests." I understand your concern, and I told you during 
our phone conversation how you can better understand the flow of money through the county 
budgeting process. There are significant tax savings (almost $500,000) being realized by the 
citizens of Canyon County due to this arrangement. My office has provided you with all of the 
public records related to the Nampa Contract, even information in the County's possession which 
you did not specifically request. It occurs to me that you may be pushing a political agenda and 
to the extent that is the case, I will look forward to debating this issue further during the next 
election cycle. 
John T. Bujak 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Tel. (208) 454-7391 
Fax. (208) 454-7474 
From: Bob Henry [mailto:bob@henryins.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2010 11:08 AM 
To: John T. Bujak 
Subject: RE: Case Law 
Hi John, 
Thanks for getting back with me. I'm not sure what having Hamilton Michaelson & Hilty help 
me with the wording on public record requests has anything to do with MY CONCERN that there 
is no public accounting verifying that no money from the City of Nampa is going from your 
private account to you personally. 
John, my only interest is to see the trail of money from the City of Nampa to your private 
account and then back to Canyon County. According to the Canyon County resolution and your 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorneys letter to me, the mathematical "equation" would be: "(Nampa 
payments) - (CCPA salary bumps+ Nampa annex overhead expenses) =(Amount to general 
fund). How does the public verify that all the money is going back into the general fund if there 
is no accountability for the very account that that money is suppose to come out of? 
Again, thanks for responding to my email, 
Bob 
From: John T. Bujak [mailto:jbujak@canyonco.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2010 10:54 AM 
To: Bob Henry 
Subject: RE: Case Law 
I suspect that there may be ulterior motives behind your inquiry considering that the former holder 
of the Nampa Prosecution Contract (Hamilton, Michaelson & Hilty) has been working behind the 
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scenes regarding your information requests. Regardless, the bottom line is that Nampa City 
saves approximately $150,000 per fiscal year and Canyon County saves approximately $350,000 
per fiscal year taking advantage of the economy of scale which becomes possible under the 
current prosecution model. 
John T. Bujak 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Tel. (208) 454-7391 
Fax. (208) 454-7474 
From: Bob Henry [mailto:bob@henryins.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2010 10:41 AM 
To: John T. Bujak 
Subject: RE: Case Law 
Hi John, 
Thanks for the case law information. I guess the main problem I have with the system you have 
in place is that there is no way to find out if any of the money from the City of Nampa is going to 
you personally out of your trust account. It seems that the intent of the resolution that the 
Commissioners approved was that neither you or your Chief of Staff were going to receive any 
financial benefit from the arraignment. Without access to the "non-county account", it is 
impossible to verify that all money is being used for City of Nampa services and not going to 
your benefit personally. 
Sincerely, 
Bob Henry 
From: John T. Bujak [mailto:jbujak@canyonco:org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2010 9:53 AM 
To: bob@henryins.com 
Subject: Case Law 
Please find the case J referenced during our telephone conversation attached for your review. 
John T. Bujak 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Tel. (208) 454-7391 
Fax. (208) 454-7474 
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Erik F. Stidham, ISB #5483 
A. Dean Bennett, ISB #7735 
HOLLAND & HARTLLP 
Suite 1400, U.S. Banl( Plaza 
IO I South Capitol Boulevard 
P.O. Box 2527 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2527 
Telephone: (208) 342-5000 
Facsimile: (208) 343-8869 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
OR\G\NAL 
L E D 
A.M. ___ P.M. 
JUNO 8 2010 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BOB HENRY, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JOHN BUJAK, a public official; CANYON 
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S 
OFFICE, a public agency, and CANYON 
COUNTY, a public agency 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10-5610 
MOTION FOR LEA VE TOT AKE 
DEPOSITIONS PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 30(a) 
Bob Henry ("Henry" or "Plaintiff'), through his undersigned counsel of record, seeks 
leave to take depositions pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30( a) in aid of his Petition 
against Defendants John Bujak ("Bujak"), Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
("Prosecuting Attorney's Office"), and Canyon County ("County") for public records. 
A Memorandum in Support and Affidavit of Erik F. Stidham are filed concurrently 
herewith. 
MOTION FOR LEA VE TO TAKE DEPOSITIONS PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 30(a)- 1 
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DA TED this~ day of June, 2010. 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
By~ Cc 
Erik F. Stidham, of the firm 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Bob Henry 
---= 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
--rl___ 
I hereby certify that on this -:2_ day of June 2010, I caused to be served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Ty Ketlinski R 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office O .... 
1115 Albany Street D 





for HOLLAND & HART LLP 
4839622_1 .DOC 
-=-
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO TAKE DEPOSITIONS PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 30(a)- 2 
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Erik F. Stidham, ISB #5483 
A. Dean Bennett, ISB #7735 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
Suite 1400, U.S. Bank Plaza 
101 South Capitol Boulevard 
P.O. Box 2527 
OR\G\NAL 
\fau I A.k E 
JUN O 8 2010 
D 
P.M. 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2527 
Telephone: (208) 342-5000 
Facsimile: (208) 343-8869 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BOB HENRY, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JOHN BUJAK, a public official; CANYON 
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S 
OFFICE, a public agency, and CANYON 
COUNTY, a public agency 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10-5610 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR LEA VE TOT AKE 
DEPOSITIONS PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 30(a) 
Bob Henry ("Henry" or "Plaintiff'), through his undersigned counsel of record, seeks 
leave to take depositions pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30( a) in aid of his Petition 
against Defendants John Bujak ("Bujak"), Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
("Prosecuting Attorney's Office"), and Canyon County ("County") for public records. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Pursuant to the Idaho Public Records Act, Plaintiff Henry seeks certain financial records 
and related documents regarding the County's Prosecution Services Term Agreement ("PST 
Agreement") with the City of Nampa. (Petition at~~ 29-71) Defendants Bujak, Prosecuting 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO TAKE DEPOSITIONS 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 30(a) - 1 
0001.30 
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Attorney's Office, and County (collectively "Defendants") have refused to turn over the financial 
records based on the assertion that the PST Agreement is a personal contract between Bujak, as a 
private individual, and the City of Nampa. (Petition at~ 38.) Despite the fact that this assertion 
of a "personal contract" contradicts the plain language of the PST Agreement and all related 
documentation, Bujak is asserting that he (in his non-public, personal capacity) receives personal 
earnings of approximately $30,000 per month under the PST Agreement. (Petition at~~ 48-53.) 
Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 30(a), Henry seeks leave from this Court to 
depose Bujak, County Commissioner Dave Ferdinand, Nampa Mayor Tom Dale, and Nampa 
Police Chief Bill Augsberger. Henry needs to conduct these depositions so that he can address 
this assertion of "private contract" at the forthcoming hearing on his petition(" Public Records 
Hearing"). 
Given that Henry filed his Petition on May 21, 2010 and given that LC. Section 9-343 
requires that the Public Records Hearing must take place "at the earliest possible time, or in no 
event beyond twenty-eight (28) calendar days from the date of filing", Henry cannot wait the 
requisite 30 days for conducting depositions without leave of Court. See I.R.C.P. 30(a). 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 30(a), the Court can grant leave for the depositions without notice. 
II. ARGUMENT 
A. The Court May Grant Leave, Without Notice, Allowing Henry to Conduct 
the Depositions 
In relevant part, I.R.C.P. 30(a) states: 
After commencement of the action, any party may take the 
testimony of any person, including a party, by deposition upon oral 
examination. Leave of court, granted, with or without notice, must 
be obtained only if the plaintiff seeks to take a deposition prior to 
expiration of 30 days after service of summons and complaint or 
service under Rule 4(e) ... 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEA VE TO TAKE DEPOSITIONS 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 30(a) - 2 
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Accordingly, the depositions will be proper if the Court grants the requested leave. No 
notice is required. The Court can grant the requested leave without delaying to hear from 
Defendants. 
B. There Are Genuine Factual Issues That Should Be Subject To Discovery 
Defendants base their refusal to tum over the requested records on Bujak's assertion that 
the contract is a private contract between him and the City of Nampa. Henry should be allowed 
an opportunity to depose individuals regarding facts relevant to Bujak' s assertion. Depositions 
are especially justified given the documents do not support Bujak's position that he is entitled to 
a private, personal income of $30,000 per month from the PST Agreement. 
1. The BID Documents Indicate That PST Agreement Is Not Between 
Bujak and Nampa 
In or around March of 2009, the City of Nampa solicited bids for the prosecution of 
misdemeanors. (Petition at~ 9). On or about April 16, 2009, the County submitted a response to 
Nampa's RFP, entitled "Canyon County and Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
Statement of Proposal for Nampa City Prosecuting Attorney" ("County Proposal"). (Affidavit of 
Erik F. Stidham in Support of Motion for Leave to Take Depositions filed concurrently herewith 
("Stidham Aff.") at Ex. A). The County Proposal was signed by Bujak in his official capacity as 
"Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney". (Stidham Aff. (Ex. A at p. 3)) (Cover letter on official 
letterhead and signature block lists Bujak's official title). 
In the County Proposal, Bujak writes, "Canyon County and the Canyon County 
Prosecuting Attorney's Office respectfully submit this proposal in response to the City of 
Nampa's Request for Proposal for Prosecuting Attorney Function." (Id.). Bujak writes that "[a]s 
a public agency ... we are a mission-capable 'firm' ... " (Id.). In fact, none of the 
representations in the County Proposal makes sense if the proposal is characterized as being 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO TAKE DEPOSITIONS 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 30(a) - 3 
000132 
made on behalf of John Bujak, a private citizen, rather than the County. For example, the 
County Proposal includes an opinion letter from the law firm of Mason & Sticklin, LLP 
addressing "the insurance coverage requirements for the proposal to provide prosecutorial 
services to the City of Nampa and provide a response, on behalf ofICRMP [the County's 
insurer], regarding whether Canyon County's ICRMP policy meets those requirements." 
(Stidham Aff. (Ex. A at p. 16)). If the County Proposal was being made on behalf of Bujak, the 
private citizen, one would expect to see proof of Bujak's insurance coverage instead of the 
County's proof of insurance. 
Henry should get an opportunity to conduct depositions regarding the contradictions that 
exist between Bujak's contention that the money is his and the plain language of the County's 
Proposal. 
2. Minutes From Nampa City Council Meetings Do Not Support Bujak's 
Claimed Right to the Funds 
In the June 1, 2009, Regular Council Minutes for the Nampa City Council, Mayor Dale is 
authorized "to sign the contract with the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office for 
Prosecuting Services in the amount of $598,357.88" (Stidham Aff. at Ex. B). Notably, Mayor 
Dale was not authorized to contract with Bujak, as a private individual, for Prosecuting Services 
in the amount of $598,357.88. 
Henry should get an opportunity to conduct depositions regarding the contradictions that 
between Bujak's contention that the money is his and the plain language contained in the 
Minutes of Nampa City Council Meeting. 
3. The Language of the Contract Does Not Support Bujak's Claimed 
Ownership of the Funds 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEA VE TO TAKE DEPOSITIONS 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 30(a) - 4 
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As indicated in the Petition, the language of the PST Agreement and Amendments does 
not support Bujak's contention that he owns and is entitled to profit from the funds paid by 
Nampa. (Petition at 112 (Ex. B)). The language of the PST Agreement makes it clear that the 
contract is with the County and, to the extent it is a distinct entity from the County, the County 
Prosecuting Attorney's Office. 
Henry should get an opportunity to conduct depositions regarding the contradictions that 
exist between Bujak's·contention that the money is his and the plain language contained in the 
PST Agreement and Amendments. 
C. Defendants Are Unwilling to Agree to Depositions Absent a Court Order 
Counsel for Henry attempted to get Defendants' counsel to agree to schedule depositions. 
(Stidham Aff. at Ex. C) Defendants' counsel was unwilling to agree to depositions, absent a 
Court order. (Id.) Accordingly, this motion was required. 
III. Conclusion 
Based on the foregoing, Henry seeks leave to conduct depositions of Bujak, Ferdinand, 
Alder, Mayor Dale, and Chief Augsberger by June 11, 20 I 0. 
~ 
DA TED this r day of June, 2010. 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
B}~« 
~ F. Stidham, of the firm 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Bob Henry 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO TAKE DEPOSITIONS 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 30(a) - 5 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 4t:;, of June 2010, I caused to be served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Ty Ketlinski .¥ U.S. Mail 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office D Hand Delivered 
1115 Albany Street D Overnight Mail 
Caldwell, ID 83605 ~ z.. Telecopy (Fax) 
~RTw a.... 
4824519_1.DOC 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEA VE TO TAKE DEPOSITIONS 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 30(a) - 6 
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~OR\G\NAL 
\c5=> I A.~ E D P.M. 
Erik F. Stidham, ISB #5483 
A. Dean Bennett, ISB #7735 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
Suite 1400, U.S. Bank Plaza 
101 South Capitol Boulevard 
P.O. Box 2527 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2527 
Telephone: (208) 342-5000 
Facsimile: (208) 343-8869 
JUN O 8 2010 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
BOB HENRY, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JOHN BUJAK, a public official; CANYON 
COUNTY PROSECUTING A TIORNEY' S 
OFFICE, a public agency, and CANYON 
COUNTY, a public agency 
Defendants. 
ST A TE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss: 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CVl0-5610 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIK F. STIDHAM 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
LEA VE TO CONDUCT 
DEPOSITIONS 
ERIK F. STIDHAM, being first duly sworn upon oath deposes and says: 
1. I am a partner in the Boise office of the law firm ofHo]]and & Hart LLP and am 
licensed to practice law in the State ofldaho. I have personal knowledge of the matters 
set forth in this Affidavit. 
2. I am one of the attorneys ofrecord for Plaintiff Bob Henry ("Henry"), in the 
above-captioned action. 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIK F. STIDHAM IN SlJPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEA VE TO 
CONDUCT DEPOSITIONS - 1 
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3. Henry has obtained certain documents in response to a public records request to 
the City ofNampa ("Nampa Documents"). Henry forwarded the Nampa Documents to 
my office. 
4. On or about April 16, 2009, the County submitted a response to Nampa's RFP for 
prosecuting services. The response was entitled "Canyon County and Canyon County 
Prosecuting Attorney's Office Statement of Proposal for Nampa City Prosecuting 
Attorney" ("County Proposal"). Included among the Nampa Documents was a copy of 
the County Proposal. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the 
County Proposal. 
5. Included among the Nampa Documents were the City of Nampa Council Meeting 
Minutes from June 1, 2009. A true and correct copy of the June 1, 2009 minutes is 
attached hereto as Exhibit B. 
6. Attached collectively hereto as Exhibit C are true and correct copies of 
correspondence between my office and counsel for Defendants regarding the scheduling 
of depositions. 
Further the affiant sayeth naught. ~ 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this+ day ~f June, 2010. 
E~l:f:!-------
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this --·/" day of June, 2010 
Residing at: (V\~LC½-A,,o , Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 5-1 s-=- 1 S 
0001.37 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~7iune, 2010, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF ERIK F. STIDHAM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR LEA VE TO CONDUCT DEPOSITIONS by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to the following: 
Ty Ketlinski 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
1115 Albany Street, 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
4838225_1.DOC 
~ U.S. Mail 
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JOHN T. BUJAK 
Canyon County Praaecutlna Attomey 
canyon County CowthauH" 1115 Albany Strut• C1Jdw1ll, ID 8300tl 
T•lepnon•: (2D8)4114-7391 • 01neral Fu: (208)454-1474 • CMI Fu: (208)4U·W5 
Emell: JbuJ1kQcenyonco.org 
Timothy L, Fleming 
Chief of Staff 
~llnda Longarl 
Office Manage, -
April 16, 2009 
Dear Evaluation Committee: 
Canyon County and the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office respec1fully 
submit this proposal in response to the City ofNampa's Request for Proposal for City 
Prosecuting Attorney Function. 
As the attached documents demonstrate, we a.re uniquely positioned, in terms of 
relationships, resources, and know-how, to provide the City with centralized 
prosecutorial service of unequaled caliber. As a public agency, our obligation to the 
community goes beyond the mere contractual: we are a mission-capable "firm" whose 
exclusive function is the pursuit of jwtice. Our success, like the City's, is not measured 
in billable hours, but in the public sense of our community's safety. 
In addition to sharing with the City this unalienable responiibility to the public interest, 
we cB.11 offer the advantages of an economy of scale. Given our existing role as Nampa's 
statutorily-obligated felony and juvenile justice prosecutor, the benefits of our production 
of misdemeanor and infraction prosecutorial services for the City far outweigh 8.l'IY costs. 
In fact, I believe the synergy that will result from the County handling the prosecution of 
all Nampa offenses will position our collaboration to become the statewide mode! for 
effective and just prosecution. 
ln short, your constituents are already our clients, and your agencies and officers are 
already our panners. We are emotionally and intellectually invested in your community, 
and ask now for the opportunity to serve in an even greater capacity. If selected, we 
intend to 8"ept the contract tenns as clarified by Chief Augsburger in his response and 
will execute such to the best of our ability. 
Please contact me directly at 454-6695 (cell: 250-9321) if any additional information is 
necessary. 
ing our proposal. 








































Overview of Firm 
I, 
General 
Under the leadership of Prosecuting Attorney John Bujak,.the Canyon County 
Prosecuting Attorney's Office {"CCPA") is redefining our community's expectations for 
effective and just prosecution. We combine a 21 5' century approach to the practice oflaw 
with a commitment to justice that traces its lineage to our country's founders. 
Mr. Bujak' s attorney staff is a diverse group united by a passion to do right by their 
professional and ethical responsibilities. Currently numbering 24 fully licensed members 
in good standing of the Idaho State Bar, they include career prosecutors with decades of 
experience, four of whom had been elected to serve as Prosecuting Attorneys, former city 
prosecutors, five presidents of the Third District Bar, and some of the brightest legal 
minds in the state. With hundreds of jury trials, thousands of court trials, and countless 
hours of court time, our attorneys are guaranteed to represent the City - both in court and 
in the community - with professionalism and grace. 
Furthennore, our 27-member secretarial staff boasts a cumulative experience of some 200 
years of administrative and ministerial legal support in Canyon County courts and law 
offices. The competence borne of such experience is significant, and the "institutional 
knowledge" and familiarity with the unwritten preferences or tendencies of the local 
judiciary and defense bar this staff enjoys will be an invaluable asset for the City. 
We also have a live person unit devoted to victim-witness service. These community 
ambassadors offer award-winning victim service when it matters most, rendering their 
expertise and compassion priceless. 
Additionally, the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office employs its own 
Infonnation Technology/Database Administrator and two part-time investigators (both of 
whom are retired from the Nampa Police Department). 
In the following pages, the quaJiflcations and experience of this staff are thoroughly 
examined. We hope you will agree that our Office is uniquely qualified to provide 
prosecutorial service to the City of Nampa. 
II. 
Lead Prosecutor 
Propelled by public confidence in his vision for Canyon County's largest public law finn, 
John Bujak was elected Canyon County's Prosecuting Attorney in a landslide victory in 
2008. Upon assuming Office in January 2009, Mr. Bujak has demonstrated exactly why 
he has the overwhelming support of our community: he cares about justice, he's willing 
























Mr. Bujak has practiced law in Canyon County for 12 years, dllring which time he has 
cultivated positive, productive relationships with the local judiciary, court staff, and other 
attorneys. Prior to running his own private practice, John served as a deputy prosecuting 
attorney in Canyon County for over three years before advancing to the Idaho Attorney 
General's Office. He has participated in hundreds of trials, and other hearings, 
throughout the Treasure Valley where he has gained experience on both sides of the 
courtroom. 
Mr. Bujak, who served in the United States Navy, holds d~grees from the College of 




Prosecutor Bujak's staff is led by Chief of Staff Tim Fleming, fonner Gem County 
elected Prosecuting Attorney. Mr. Fleming has also served as the Boise County 
Prosecuting Attorney, the City of Idaho City Prosecuting Attorney, the Emmett City 
Prosecuting Attorney, and the CaldwelJ City Prosecuting Attorney. Tim sits on the Idaho 
Board of Juvenile Corrections, and is passionate about juvenile justice issues. 
Melinda Longoria is Mr. Bujak's Office Manager, bringing 22 years of experience as a 
legal secretary and boundless energy to the role. 
B. Deputies 
Including Messrs. Bujak and Fleming, the Canyon Cowity Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
boasts 24 fully Idaho licensed and court-ready attorneys, four of whom have been elected 
to serve as Prosecuting Attorneys throughout Idaho. Prosecutor Bujak's deputies are split 
into specialized units to facilitate the vertical prosecution of offenses. From pre-charging 
through sentencing, the same team handles a given matter, ensuring an accountable and 
invested attorney presence throughout the case. Our teams, each of which provides daily 
on-caU support and search warrant assistance, can be generally described as focusing on 
traffic, drugs/gangs, crimes of violence, and sex crimes. 
Although most of our deputies have between five and 15 years of experience, we have 
several who lay claim to more than 20 years of experience. Calculating the cumulative 
number of court and jury trials by our team would result in a sum in the high four figures. 
Notably, even our newest attorney, fully licensed for only 8 months, has handled dozens 
of court trials as he interned (limited license) as a deputy prosecutor in Gem and Boise 
Counties prior to his hiring, and has two jury trials under his belt as well. 
Along with a strong University of Idaho contingent, our deputies graduated from law 
schools throughout the nation. Schools of Law housed at the University of Nebraska, 
Gonzaga University, American University, University of Denver, Brigham Young 























Our deputies are also heavily involved in community outreach and volunteer activities. 
Our attorneys grade Bar exams, guest lecture at JocaJ colleges and universities, work with 
youth courts, provide instruction at POST, teach criminal law and procedure for the 
National College of District Attorneys, speak at local high schools, mentor students 
interested in careers in the law, sit on volunteer boards, and have provided post-Katrina 
legal advice to residents of the hurricane-ravaged gulf coast. 
C. Support 
The Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office employs 27 JegaJ secretaries. Of that 
number: 
• I 7 have obtained post-secondary education; 
• two have more than 30 years experience as Jegal secretaries; 
• five have more than 20 years of such experience; 
• only two have less than 1 year of experience. One of these is a recent graduate of 
the College ofldaho, and the other is a full-time college student; 
• our support staff includes a former 20-year City Clerk/freasurer, teachers, court 
clerks, and an 8-year records supervisor for the Nampa Police Department. 
The support staff is divided into teams that mirror our attorney units, and are expected to 
process and facilitate restitution requests and orders. They are furthermore required to be 
proficient processing discovery, manipulating electronic databases, and working jn an 
increasingly paperless environment. They are also accustomed to the requirements of a 
fast-paced, high-volume, high-stress law office. 
We also boast a full-time computer specialist and database administrator whose technicaJ 
know-how and ability to create custom I.T. solutions is facilitating our move to a digital 
office, and two part-time investigators whose familiarity and rapport with local law 
enforcement agencies is invaluable. 
D. Victim-Witness 
Our Victim Witness unit has over 60 years of combined experience guiding victims of 
crime through emotionally draining and confusing legal hearings. This five-person team 
includes award-winnmg victim's advocates, two with four-year degrees in criminal 
justice, two with a combined nine years of emergency dispatch experience, and a fonner 
president of MADD Idaho. 
IV. 
Advantages of CentraJized Prosecutorial Services 
A. Better coordination and more efficient resolution of cases involving both 
misdemeanor and felony crimes. 
B. Quicker resolution of cases with fewer court appearances by utilizing vertical 
prosecution, timely disclosure of discovery materials, and commwiication with law 






















C. Centralized prosecution wi1J result in more consistent case resolution and 
sentences throughout Canyon County and the City of Nampa. 
D. The Nampa Jaw enforcement community will have one full service 
prosecutor's office with consistent policies and ready access to JegaJ advice, assistance 
with search warrants, and on-call matters. 
E: Free legal training to the Nampa Police Department on trends in all crimina1 
justice matters. 
v. 
Advantages of Having a Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office Annex 
Located in Nampa at the Family Justice Center 
A. Nampa Police Department will have immediate access to deputy 
prosecutors with full authority to handle all Nampa cases and issues without having to 
travel to Caldwell. 
B. Victims and witnesses in Nampa cases will be able to consult with deputy 
prosecutors at the facility. 
C, Deputy Prosecutors will be able to respond in person without significant 
travel delay. 
VI. 
Summary of Firm Overview 
Using our systems approach, the centralized prosecution of Nampa cases will save the 
City money. 
More importantly, however, this Office's dedication to justice goes beyond the mere 
contractual. As sworn professional prosecutors, we have assumed a responsibility much 
higher than that of the part-time, for.profit advocate. We have a higher, nobler calling as 
ministers of justice who are committed to serve the public good. 
Under the direction and supervision of John Bujak, the Canyon County Prosecuting 























CERTIFICATION REGARDING DISBARMENT, SUSPENSION, 
AND OTHER RESPONSIBILITY MA TIERS 
By signing this document, the Firm certifies to the best of his knowledge and belief that 
except as noted on an attached Exception, the Firm, material suppliers, vendors or other 
lower tier participants on this project: 
a) Are not presently disbarred, suspended, proposed for disbannent, declared 
ineligible or voluntarily excluded from covered transactions by any Federal, State 
or Local department or agency. 
b) Have not within a three-year period preceding this proposal been convicted of or 
had a civil judgment rendered against them for commission of fraud or a criminal 
offense in connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain or performing a public 
(Federal, State or Local) transaction or contract under a public transaction; 
violation of Federal or State antitrust statutes or commission of embezzlement, 
theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of records making false 
statements, or receiving stolen property. 
c) Are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a 
government entity (Federal, State or Local) with commission of any of the 
offenses enumerated in paragraph (h). of this certification. 
d) Have not within a three-year period preceding this application/proposal had one 
or more public transactions (Federal, State or Local) tem1inated for cause or 
default. 
Where the prospective primary participant is unable to certify to any of the statements in 
this certification, such prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal. 
NOTE: Exceptions will not necessarily result in denial of award, but will be 
considered in determining Firm responsibility. For any exception noted, indicate to 
whom it applies, initiating agency and dates of action. Providing false information may 























The City of Nampa is an Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) employer and values 
diversity in its work force. It also requires its recipients and consultants to have an 
operating policy as an EEO employer. Consultants shall implement affirmative action 
programs to ensure equal employment opportunity. 
Canyon County certifies to having a fonnal statement of nondiscrimination in 
employment policy and has an affirmative action program if over 50 employees. (Firms 
of 50 employees or less do not need a fonnal program, but must have a policy). 
Does your Firm have 50 or more employees? -~ Yes 0 No 
Provide the name of your company,s EEO Officer, and attach a copy of the 
company's EEO Policy. 









































Submittal: Offige of Prosecuting Attorney for the 
CityofNamu 
SERVICE CATEGORY COVER SHEET 
FIRM: (:anvon County and Cagxon County Prosecuting Attorney's 
Office 
Address: 1115 Alban).'. Strert, C9ldwell, ID 83605. 
Contact Name: Prp§!£UUQI Attornrc: John T. Buiak 
Telephone: 454..669~; ceJJ: 260-9321 
Fax: 454 .. 5955 
Email: jbuiak@capyonco,grg 
Year Finn was established: N/A 
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EVALUATION CRITERIA SHEET 
(To be completed by Evaluation Committee) 
Name of Project: City of Nampa Request for Qualifications for Prosecution Services 
Term Agreement for 2009 and 2010 
Name of Professional: Canyon Coynty apd Canyog County Prosecuting 
Attorney's Office (contact John T. Buiak} 
Evaluation Committee: 
Honorable Tom Dale, Mayor, City of Nampa 
Chief William Augsburger, Nampa Police Department 
Terry White, Nampa City Attorney 
Vikki Chandler, Finance Director, City of Nampa 
Deputy Chief Leroy Forsman, City of Nampa Police Department 
Possible points to be awarded in each category: 
S¢0~ ·_· :; r:._:~ > - .. ... .. . . .. . Possible·~ · . .. , . . . ' .. . .. . ·Ptii'htf. .,, -··-. ., (' 
''.:.!',':"' ., • '•1:·:., .. 
1 QuaJifications of the Project Manager 5 
2 Qualifications of Staff 5 
3 Relevant Project Experience and References 5 
4 Understanding of Service Requirements s 
s Add: Consideration of Geographic Considerations s 
























Service Category Requirements: General Overview 
In which the proposer is asked to demonstrate its methodology, polices and procedures 
utilized to perform the work which may occur within these categories: case screening 
and assignment methodologies,· plan to adhere to statutory timeliness of trial issues; 
plan for the use of plea bargain, Alford plea and other strategies to reduce court 
overburden. 
It is the practice of the Canyon County Prosecutor's Office to engage in vertical 
prosecution, meaning that the same attorney or group of attorneys handle a criminal . 
matter fro~ prescreening through disposition. Each individual prosecutor or prosecution 
unit assigned to a case will be responsible for making sure the cases are handled within 
speedy triaJ guidelines, and will also be responsible to detennine the most effective and 
cost efficient method of resolving cases. Potential resolutions could include utilizing plea 
agreements, including Alford pleas, civil compromises, bond forfeitures and trials. 
Each prosecution team is supervised by an experienced deputy prosecutor who, with 
input from law enforcement, will screen cases submitted for prosecution. Generally, 
screening decisions will be made after considering the strength of the evidence, input 
from victims, if any, and whether the interests of justice are served by going forward with 
the prosecution. After cases are screened, they will be assigned to individual prosecutors 
based upon the nature of the offense to ensure effective vertical prosecution. The 
assigned prosecutor will be responsible for providing all discovery materials to the 
defendwit, or his attorney, including police reports, audio/video recordings, pictures, etc. 
It will a1so be the responsibility of the assigned attorney to communicate effectively with 
law enforcement so that officers are informed about the status of the case, are prepared 
for court hearings, and have knowledge of pending court dates. 
The-above described methodology will be also employed by our Nampa team, which will 
be housed in the Family Justice Center. That team will consist of experienced attorneys 






















Service Criteria Descriptions 
Proposal Criteria: 
A. Qualification of Lead Prosecutor 
Prosecutor Bujak has 12 years of legal experience as a deputy prosecutor and defense 
attorney. He has personally prosecuted or defended thousands of misdemeanor and 
jnfractions cases, and El{gued countless motions including motions to suppress, motions in 
Umine, BAC hearings, forfeHures, and restitution headngs. He continues to make daily 
court appearances on criminal cases as an Elected Official. 
Mr. Bujak successfully managed his own law firm for ten years before running for 
Prosecuting Attorney, where his first 100 days have been marked by an ever-increasing 
public confidence in his vision of effective and just prosecution. 
B. Qualification of Staff 
With 24 fully Idaho licensed and court-ready attorneys, four of whom have been elected 
to serve as Prosecuting Attorneys throughout Idaho, CCP A boasts a battle-hardened 
attorney staff who have combined for thousands of successful misdemeanor prosecutions. 
Our support staff, including clerical, IT, Victim-Witness, and Investigators, flourish in 
this fast-paced, high-volume Office. 
C. Relevant Prosecuting Experience 
Since assuming Office in January of 2009, Prosecutor Bujak's team of experienced 
attorneys and highly competent support staff have processed approximately 1400 
misdemeanor and infraction cases; assisted law enforcement with search warrants; and 
on-call communications. 
The Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office expects to process more than 6000 
misdemeanor and infraction cases, and handle more than 30,000 hearings this year. 
Please contact the following references if necessary: 
Canyon County Sheriff Chris Smith 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
(208) 454-7510 
Canyon County Commissioner David Ferdinand (Chair) 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1115 Albany Street 























Idaho Attorney General Lawrence Wasden 
Office of the Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
(208) 334-2400 
First Assistant United States Attorney Marc Haws 
U.S. Attorney's Office 
800 Park Blvd., Suite 600 
Boise, Idaho 83712-9903 
(208) 334-1155 
D. Geographic Considerations 
Prosecutor Bujak and his staff have cultivated positive relationships with agencies and 
individuals throughout Canyon County. We are familiar with the written and unwritten 
"rules" of practice in the Third Judicial District. 
E. Undentanding of Service Category Requirements 
The Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office is one of the premier prosecutorial 
agencies in the state. It is unlikely that any circumstance involving misdemeanor 
prosecution could arise that has not been addressed several times over by multiple 
members of our staff. Furthermore~ we intend to devote experienced attorneys to the 
Nampa office. Prosecutor Bujak does not believe that "traffic court" should be a training 
ground, and treats it accordingly. Mr. Bujak and Chief of Staff Fleming, along with other 






















Rates and Reimbursables 
"A,, Budget 






















Westlaw (legal research) 
Assodation/Membership (!SB.IP AA) 
Profit Margin 
Computer Time 
Ordinary Software Costs 


























This proposal represents anticipated personnel adjustments and staffing increases 
necessary to meet the City ofNampa's expected level of service. These increases in 
revenue and personnel will supplement the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
2009 budget ($4,286,374.00) which currently provides for 24 attorneys, 5 victim witness 
coordinators, 2 investigators, 27 legal secretaries and I.T. support. Accordingly, if this 
proposal is accepted, the City ofNarnpa's prosecution needs will be met by a full service, 























1'!ASON & STRICKLIN, LLP 
LAWYERS 
JERRY D. MASON 
1euy(im-til11WYttS.tor.i 




April 15, 2009 
John Bujak 
Canyon Co1mty Prosecuting Attorney 
1115 Albany 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
RE: In8'UJ'ance coverage 
Dear John: 
I was asked to review the insurance coverage requirements for the proposal to provide 
prose<:11torial smrices to the city of Nampa and provide a .response, on behalf of {CRMP, 
regw:ding whether Canyon C'.ounty's TCRMP policy moets those requirements. 
The ICRMP policy is a split limits policy, with $500,000 coverage for covered claim 
brought under the Idaho Tort Claims Act and 11 limit of$3,000,000 per occurrenco, with a 
SS,000,000 aggrelillte, for nll other covered claims, Tho language in the propmial 
Iequirem~nb requires prof-.:~ional li~bHity coverage C()n5istent with the Idaho Tort 
Claims Act, ·but in parenthesis it says $1,000,000. Pursuant. to I.e. 6-924, the minimum 
comprehensive liability insur1111ce coverage:, that is required undel' the Idaho Tort Claims 
Act is actually $500,000 per occurrence. That wo1,1ld include liability for the actions of 
individuals covered wider the poHcy in their legal professional capacity. 
Toe proposal reglllrements al3o require that the city ofNampa be named ns an additional 
insured. !CR.MP js bouud by the limitations of Article vm, 8«:tion 4 of the Idaho 
Constlturion, as are Canyon County lllld the city of Nampa, and cannot name the city of 
Nampa as an additional insured on the Canyon County policy. However, ICRMP 
recognized that many governmental entities have Jcgw services provided t,y firms 
through an Independen1 Contractor a.11d addressed that jssue when the policy language 
was drafted. Under the general definitions secliOJ1 in the ICRJ.\dP policy. the definition of 
''lJ\sured" iucludes a-city prosecutor that serves as an Independent .Contractor while 
acting in the course and scope of their statutory duties. If Canyon County provides 
prosecutorial services to the city of Nampa it is doing so a.'I an Independent Contractor. 
In that capacity, the actions of the CB11yon County attorney or attorney, providing those 
Tefcphom: (ZOB) 667•1300 250 Not·rhw\!rit Boulevimi. Su(t,;i 204 
Cx:vr J'l\fonv, ldahu 83814 






















Letter to John B ajak 
April 15, 2009 
Page2 
prosecutorial serv:iet'.S to Nampa would be covered under tho Nampa ICRMP poli'1y 
coverage, as well as under the Canyon County policy, whichpmvides similm protections 
to 1wning N11mpa. as an additio.nol ins\ll;d. 









































Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office - Statistics 
Received between 1/12/2009 through 4/16/2009 
Ei=Imii,a R~~a:rt:s:d Mfad~me.AnatsllnfmScti~ns B.~"tiv~d 
. ':!".~~ .1.'re! ...••.....•....•.....•. }?!>!1!1! •.••• • ~~!l .'!re! •......................• c;~~!l! ..... 
Acc:cs:iory/Harboring l Alcohol Sl 
Anon 4 Animal 3 
Assault 15 Assault J~ 
Battery 20 Battery 77 
Burglary 78 Burglary 6 
Communication Canyon County Codes J4 
Conspiracy 4 City Codes 12 
Domestic Violence 29 Communication 11 
Driving Under the Influence 35 Contributing JCA 2 
Drugs 119 Disturbing the Peace 29 
Bscape 2 Domestic Violenci, 60 
Porgery 5 Drivers Llcense Violation 159 
Fraud 20 Driving Under the Influence 98 
Grand Theft 65 Driving Without Privileges 206 
J njury to Children 37 Drugs 213 
Insufficient Funds Viola.lion 8 Escape 5 
lns1.1rance Fraud 1 Failure to Appear 29 
Kidnappine 3 Fish and Game Codes 7 
Lewd & Lascivious 35 Health & Safety 12 
Lottery Violation 2 Indecent/Obscene Conduct I 
Miscellaneous Violation 3 Injury to Children 17 
Moving Violation 16 Insufficient Funds Violation 12 
Murder 1 2 Littering 
Property 20 Miscellaneous Violation 4 
Rape 14 Motor Cwner Violation 3 
Robbery 6 Moving Violation 236 
Sexual Offense 2 Obstruct 11 
Vehicle Registration VioJation 2 Petit Theft 89 
Weapons IO Probation Violation 
Witness Intimidation 8 Property 74 
Total 567 State Recordskeeping Violation s 
Truancy 


















Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office - Statistics 
Received between 1/12/2009 through 4/16/2009 
Dispositioned between 1/12/2009 through 4/16/2009 
Felonie~ Qi~positioned Misdemeanors Pimositioned 
_l?!•,P.~Sl~i!)!' . .... _ ......... _ ........ _{?!_I~!'! .•••• . J!~.P.~S!~i!)!J .. ...... _ ......... __ .. •. • ~~!1.!1! • • • • . 
Combined I Acquitted I 
Conv on Orig Chrgs 4S Caldwell City Case 
Conv on Orig Chrgs • Jury Trial 2 Combined 4 
Conv on Orig Chrgs • Negotiated Pie 105 Conditionally Dismissed 7 
Conv on Orig Chrgs - Plead as Chl\Jg 27 Conv on Orig Chrgs 365 
Conv on Reduced Chrgs 10 Conv on Orig Chrgs - Court Trial 
Conv on Reduced Chrgs - Negotiated 44 Conv on Orig Chrgs • Jury Trial 
Convicted as Charged Conv on Orig Chrgs - Negotiated Pie 117 
Dismissed 32 Conv on Orig Chrgs • Plead as Charg 194 
Dismissed by Court 7 Con v on Reduced Chrgs 95 
Dismissed by PA 36 Conv on Reduced Chrgs • Insufficien 
Dismissed by PA - Negotiated Plea 95 Conv on Reduced Chrgs • Negotiated 114 
Dispositioned 1 Convicted u Charged 4 
Diversion 3 Dismissed 214 
Found True 1 Dismissed - Duplicate Charge 2 
No Action 54 Dismissed by Court 45 
Pending Dismissed by PA 53 
Special Prosecutor 13 Dismissed by PA • Negotiated Plea l 36 
Transferred I Dispositioned 4 
Total 479 Diversion 40 
Found Not True I 
Found True 3 
Nampa City Case 
No Action 71 
Pending 6 
Special Prosecutor 4 
Transferred l4 
Total 1499 
Cases handled by year Cases handled this year by month 
1 · r~1-· · · · ~~~'-· · · · · · · · · MPP1lJ ...••.. ~l!s.e, ......... . January 700 






























Excerpted from Canyon County Personnel Rules: EEO Policy 
7.0 EQUAL EMPLOYMENT Of PORTUNITY (EEO} 
The County supports and commits to the principle of equal employment opportunity. It is 
our policy to recruit, hire, train and promote individuals, as well as administer any personnel 
actions, without regard to race, color, national origin, religion, sex, physical or mental disability, 
age, veteran status or any other characteristic protected by applicable law. This prohibition 
applies to all employees, vendors or customers of Canyon County, No employee of Canyon 
County is expected to tolerate any conduct prohibited by this policy from anyone while at work 
or engaged in Canyon County business. This policy is not intended to protect anyone who makes 
a false allegation of discriminatory harassment. Canyon County reserves the right to take 
appropriate disciplinary action against any employee who makes a false allegation of 
harassment. Canyon County does not consider conduct in violation of this policy to be within the 
course and scope of employment and does not sanction or condone such conduct on the part of 
any employee, including elected officials or management employees. Canyon County has 
adopted grievance procedures available to employees and the public who have complaints 
regarding claimed violations of the Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA"). 
000161. 
Canyon County Prosecutor's Office·~·· 
... ~·· · .. ::-.,--~------~----------------------------

















June 1, 2009 
The Mayor called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m. 
The roll of the Council was taken with Councilmembers Homer, Kren, White and Thome present. 
MOVED by Kren, and SECONDED to approve the consent agenda; the minutes of the Regular 
Council Meeting of May 18, 2009; commission, committee and department reports, bills; all 
third reading., of Ordinances by tide only; Final Plat Approvals: None; Irrigation Plan 
Approvals: None; and authome the following Public Hearings: 1) Amendment of the following 
Sections or Chapters of Title 10 Planning and Zoning: • Section 10-1-I0C: State of 
Compliance - Providing that fees for home occupation statements of compliance/registrations may 
he established by Resolution of the City Council; • Section 10-3-91: Establishment of Legal 
Nonconforminz Use Rights - Providing for applications to establish legal nonconfonning use rights 
and providing that fees for such applications may be established by Resolution of the City Council; 
• Section 10-16-12B: Amz/icatiqn and fee£r) for Design Review - Providing that fees for design 
review appHcations may be established by Resolution of the City Council; 2) Annexation and 
zoning RA for 5 acres at 2316 East Locust Lane for Samuel Hicks; Authorization to Proceed 
with Bidding Process: None; 2009-2010 License Renewals: Noodles Pizza-Pasta-Pizzazz, 1802 
Franklin Road, on-premise beer, wine and liquor, and approval of the Agenda. 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayors Teen Councilmembers Tyler Hatch, Vice Chair, Graduate of Skyview High School and 
currently a Freshman at College of Idaho; Brooke Ellis, Historian, a Junior at Liberty Charter 
School; Radley Peterson, a Junior at Liberty Charter School; and Caytlin Schrader, Graduate of 
Columbia High School presented a detailed report on their trip to the National League of Cities 
Conference in Washington DC with Mayor Dale and others in March. Each Teen Councilmember 
reported on their favorite Memorial visited and the impression it made on them as well as their 
experience at the National League of Cities Conference itself. The Teen Council recognized and 
thanked all of the sponsors who helped make- the trip possible and expressed their thanks to the City 
Council for their support. 
Mayor Dale reiterated the thanks to all the sponsors for their sponsorships for the trip and also 
reported that there were no tax dollars used to send these young folks to Washington DC and 
thanked Public Information Officer, Sharla Arledge for all her hard work in gaining the 
sponsorships. 
The Mayor presented a report on Canyon County Emissions Testing. The Mayor reviewed the three 
options available as viewed by the various officials including Mayors and Commissioners within 
Canyon County who have been meeting on the issue and researching requirements as well as 
options available. Mayor Dale further explained that a General Public meeting will be held on June 
24, 2009 at 7:00 p.m. at the Canyon County Courthouse where citizens around the County will be 






June 1, 2009 
Public Works Director, Michael Fuss presented a staff report to update the Council on current 
projects as follows: 
• Roundabout Public Meeting - On Thursday, May 21, 2009 a public meeting was held in 
the City Council Chambers to answer questions and/or concerns from the citizens of Nampa 
regarding the roundabouts currently in design stage. Staff and City consultants fielded 
questions from the 30 people in attendance. These questions and answers are currently being 
compiled and the information will be posted on the City's website within the next few 
weeks. An outline of these questions and answers will also be presented at the next City 
Council. 
• Water Reuse - The City continues to evaluate wastewater reuse by: • Participating in the 
Idaho Water Reuse Conference sponsored by the Idaho Department of Environmental 
Quality on May 13 and 14, 2009; • Staff, City Counsel, and Council President Martin 
Thome met with our City consultant, Brown and Caldwell, on Friday, May 22, 2009 to 
begin identifying any significant hurdles or fatal flaws that may be involved with reuse for 
our City; • Council President Thorne; Wastewater Superintendentt Greg Pearce; Attorney, 
Matt Johnson, White Peterson; and Public Works Director, Michael Fuss, P.E., attended a 
site meeting with LOTT Alliance in Olympia, Washington. The LOTT site visit included a 
cour of the Budd Inlet Treatment Plant, the Hawks Prairie Recla.imed Water SateJHte Plant, 
the Hawks Prairie reclaimed water ponds and recharge basins, and a local lake front park 
where reclaimed water is used. LOTT Alliance is a joint sewer agency for the Cities of 
Laceyt Olympia, and Tumwater, Washington, as well as parts of Thurston County, which 
serves a population of approximately 91,000; very similar to the City of Nampa. Discharge 
on average is 14 million gallons per day (MOD). Currently, it is reusing approximately 1 
MOD for parks and recharge with treatment capacity at approximately 2 MGD. 
• Chip Sealing- Chip sealing begins Monday, June 1, 2009. 
Deputy Police Chief, Craig Kingsbury presented a staff report updating the Council on the 911 
Radio switchover explaining that Police Department budgeted $864)000.00 to purchase the 
necessary radios for this project. Two quotes were received from Motorola. The first is for the 
amount of $450,936.50. This is for the purchase and programming of 150 XTS 2500 handheld 
portable radios, programming of these radios and 50 remote speaker michs. The second is for the 
purchase of 50 mobile XTS 2500 (car) radios to include the programming and installation. This 
quote is in the amount of$209,376.50. Thus the total expenditure at this time will be $660,313.00. 
The quotes are from Motorola in accordance with WSCA, based on the bid from the State of 
Washington. The total amount budgeted for this project on the form 50 was $1,180,816.00. This 
included a possible $300,000 for tower construction. However, as of this date, Lieutenant Herrera 
has advised me that we most likely will not have any expenditure for the tower or infrastructure 
construction as the grants that the County received seem to be enough to cover the expenses. The 







June 1, 2009 
Police Depanment should be utilizing the system effective October 01, 2009. The Idaho 
Emergency Communications Committee recently notified us that the City had not paid our required 
l % as required by Idaho Statute J J .4818. Since that notification, the City Finance Department has 
paid our obligatory 1 % to the IECC in the amount of $4,048.10 through April. This is 1 % of the 
$404,809.79 collected in FY 2009. The FY 2009 911 expenditure budget was set at $1,730,330.00. 
To date we have spent $280,452.46, 
The third readings of the following eleven Ordinances were postponed at the request of staff due to 
lack of supporting documents: 
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY. IDAHO CHANGING 
TI-IE ZONE IDENTIFICATION SO AS TO REZONE APPROXIMATELY 2.58 ACRES OF 
REAL PROPERTY LOCATED AT 916 EAST COLORADO AVENUE, 915 EAST BIRD 
AVENUE AND 908 & 912 ELDER STREET IN TI-IE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON 
COUNTY, IDAHO, FROM RS-6 TO RML SUBJECT TO THE TERMS OF THAT CERTAIN 
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO BETWEEN THE APPLICANT AND TIIB 
CITY OF NAMPA; AND DIRECTING THE CITY ENGINEER TO ALTER THE USE AND 
AREA MAP ACCORDINGLY. (Applicant Ken McClellan Holdings, LLC) 
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO ANNEXING 
APPROXIMATELY 419 ACRES OF REAL PROPERTY INTO THE CITY OF NAMPA, 
CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO; ZONING APPROXIMATELY 60 ACRES THEREOF BN, 
ZONING APPROXIMATELY 30 ACRES THEREOF RML, ZONING APPROXIMATELY 
48.9 ACRES TIIEREOF RD; ZONING APPROXIMATELY 196.1 ACRES THEREOF RS-8.5, 
AND WNING APPROXIMATELY 90 ACRES TIIBREOF RS-6, ALL SUBJECT TO THE 
TERMS OF THAT CERTAIN DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO BETWEEN 
THE APPLICANT AND THE CITY OF NAMPA AND DIRECTING THE CITY ENGINEER 
TO ALTER THE USE AND AREA MAP ACCORDINGLY. (Applicant CMH Development from 
L11ndmark Engineering & Planning, Inc,) (Happy Valley Road, Greenhurst Road, Locust Lane, Robinson Boulevard) 
AN ORDINANCE OF TI-IE CI1Y OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO ANNEXING 
REAL PROPERTY LOCATED AT 16716 & 16718 LOIS LANE & SOUTHWEST OF 16718 
LOIS LANE INTO THE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO; WNING THE 
SAME BC, ALL SUBJECT TO THE TERMS OF TIIAT CERTAIN DEVELOPMENT 
AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO BETWEEN THE APPLICANT AND THE CITY OF NAMPA; 
AND DIRECTING THE CITY ENGINEER TO ALTER THE USE AND AREA MAP 
ACCORDINGLY. (Applicant Evans Construction Management) 
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO ANNEXING 
REAL PROPERTY LOCATED AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF llrn A VENUE ROAD 
& LOCUST LANE INTO THE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO; ZONING 
THE SAME BC, ALL SUBJECT TO THE TERMS OF THAT CERTAIN DEVELOPMENT 
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AND DIRECTING THE CITY ENGINEER TO ALTER THE USE AND AREA MAP 
ACCORDINGLY. (Applicant White-Leisure Development Company) 
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO ANNEXING 
REAL PROPERTY LOCATED ON THE NORTH SIDE OF EAST AMITY AVENUE 1,000 
FEET EAST OF THE KINGS ROAD INTERSECTION INTO THE CITY OF NAMPA, 
CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO, ZONING THE SAME IP SUBJECT TO THE TERMS OF 
THAT CERTAIN DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO BETWEEN THE 
APPLICANT AND THE CITY OF NAMPA, AND DIRECTING THE CITY ENGINEER TO 
ALTER THE USE AND AREA MAP ACCORDINGLY. (Applicant Crown Point LLC) 
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO ANNEXING 
APPROXIMATELY 63.48 ACRES OF REAL PROPERTY LOCATED AT THE 
NORTHEAST CORNER OF USTICK ROAD & NORTHSIDE BOULEY ARD INTO THE 
CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO; ZONING APPROXIMATELY 53.01 
ACRES THEREOF RS-7, ZONING APPROXIMATELY 4.49 ACRES THEREOF RML, 
AND ZONING APPROXIMATELY 5.98 ACRES THEREOF BN, ALL SUBJECT TO THE 
TERMS OF THAT CERTAIN DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO 
BETWEEN THE APPLICANT AND THE CITY OF NAMPA; AND DIRECTING THE CITY 
ENGINEER TO ALTER THE USE AND AREA MAP ACCORDINGLY. (Applicant Centennial 
Development, LLC) 
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO CHANGING 
THE ZONE IDENTIFICATION SO AS TO REZONE REAL PROPERTY LOCATED AT 
1123 WEST ORCHARD AVENUE IN THE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, 
IDAHO FROM RA TO RD SUBJECT TO THE TERMS OF THAT CERTAIN 
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO BETWEEN THE APPLICANT AND 
THE CITY OF NAMPA, AND DIRECTING THE CITY ENGINEER TO ALTER THE USE 
AND AREA MAP ACCORDINGLY. (Applicant Marty Short) 
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO CHANGING 
THE ZONE IDENTIFICATION SO AS TO REZONE REAL PROPERTIES LOCATED AT 17-
6Tu STREET NORTH, 0 - 6TH STREET NORTH, 23 - 5TH STREET NORTH, 10 - 4™ 
STREET NORTH, 16 - 4m STREET NORTH & 0 - 2ND A VENUE NORTH, ALL TN THE 
CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO FROM RML TO RP SUBJECT TO THE 
TERMS OF THAT CERTAIN DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO BETWEEN 
THE APPLICANT AND THE CITY OF NAMPA, AND DIRECTING THE CITY ENGJNEER 
TO ALTER TI-IE USE AND AREA MAP ACCORDINGLY. (ApplicantJeffNeeds) 
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO ANNEXING 
APPROXIMATELY 1.68 ACRES OF REAL PROPERTY WCA TED AT 1304 NORTH 
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THE SAME RA, AND DIRECTING THE CITY ENGINEER TO ALTER THE USE AND AREA 
MAP ACCORDINGLY. (Applicant Doug Vanden Bosch) 
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO ANNEXING 
APPROXJMATELY 13.89 ACRES OF REAL PROPERTY LOCATED AT 609 SOUTH 
GRAYS LANE INTO THE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO; ZONING 
APPROXIMATELY 2.07 ACRES THEREOF RA, AND ZONING APPROXIMATELY 11.82 
ACRES THEREOF BC, ALL SUBJECT TO TIIB TERMS OF TIIAT CERTAIN 
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO BETWEEN THE APPLICANT AND THE 
CITY OF NAMPA; AND DIRECTING THE CITY ENGINEER TO ALTER THE USE AND 
AREA MAP ACCORDINGLY. (Applicant Mason & Stanfield, Inc.) 
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF NAMPA, CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO MODIFYING 
THAT CERTAIN DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT FOR APPROXIMATELY 70.81 
ACRES OF REAL PROPERTY LOCATED ON THE SOUTH SIDE OF SMITH AVENUE 
EAST OF DISCOVERY POINTE SUBDIVISION AFFIXED TO ORDINANCE NO. 3642 
RECORDED AS INSTRUMENT #200694342, RECORDS OF CANYON COUNTY, IDAHO. 
(Applicant Highland Development LLC) 
The Mayor presented a request to appeal of the decision to deny the renewal of an off-premise 
beer and wine Jicense for Friendly Fred's, 507 16th Avenue North for Jack Miller. 
Jack Miller, applicant presented the request. Mr. Miller explained that an audit process has been put 
in place at his business with the incentive that each of his employees is given $25.00 each time they 
pass an audit. Mr. Miller further explained that there has also been an in house audit process put 
into place in an effort to prevent any additional incidents of selling alcohol to minors. 
Police Chief, Bill Augsburger presented a staff report and recommended approval of the preceding 
license in light of the efforts Mr. Miller has put into place. 
MOVED by Kren and SECONDED to approve the appeal thereby reinstating the preceding off-
premise beer and wine license for Friendly Fred's, 507 16th Avenue North for Jack Miller. 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor presented a request to authorize use of the Electric Franchise Fees for the purchase of 
five lights and fixtures for Downtown Parking Lots on Front Street for a total cost of 
$10,000.00. 
Assistant Economic Development Director, Beth Ineck presented a staff report. 
MOVED by Homer and SECONDED to authorize the use of Electric Franchise Feu for the 
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S10,000.00 as requested. The Mayor asked all in favor say Aye with White, Thome and Horner 
votingAYE. NAY: Kren. 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor presented a request for the Byrne Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) Program. 
Grants Administrator, Lynda Clark presented a staff report explaining the Purpose and 
Overview - The Byrne JAG Program supports a broad range of activities to prevent and control 
crime including drug and gang task forces, crime prevention, domestic violence programs, 
courts, corrections, treatment and justice information sharing initiatives. Byrne JAG funds can 
be used to pay for personnel, overtime, equipment, supplies, training, contractual support and 
information systems, among other things. On May 22" , the Office of Justice Programs, U.S. 
Department of Justice, released the FY2009 Byrne JAG Local Solicitation and JAG allocations 
List. Funding allocations are determined through a fonnula based on population and crime 
statistics. This is not a competitive grant program, but an allocation. An application is required, 
however, and is due July 91h. Available Funding: According to the JAG Allocations List, 
jurisdictions in Canyon County are eligible for the following: 
City of Nampa 







We are proposing that Nampa's allocation be used for the following: a) Forensic Interviews at the 
Family Justice Center for alleged victims of child sexual abuse; b) Additional services at the Family 
Justice Center to aid in tlte investigation and prosecution of domestic violence; c) Administrative 
costs - l 0% of the award can go to cover administrative costs. Joint Application Required - The 
Byrne JAG Local Solicitation Progrwn requires that a joint application be submitted by Nampa, 
Caldwell and Canyon County because we have been identified $ disparate jurisdiction. Chief 
Augsburger will work with Chief Allgood from Caldwell and Sheriff Smith regarding the joint 
application. Governing Body Review and Public Comment - The Solicitation requires that the 
proposal be presented for review by the Governing Body at least 30 days prior to submitting the 
application. We are requesting that the City Council approve submission of the Byrne JAG FY2009 
Local Solicitation application. The Solicitation also requires an opportunity for public comment. 
We anticipate presenting the proposal for public comment at the June 151h City Council meeting. 
MOVED by Homer and SECONDED to approve the submission of the applic:ation for the Byrne 
Justice Assistance (JAG) Grant as requested. 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor presented a request to award the bid and authorize the Mayor to sign the contract for 
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Michael Fuss presented a staff report explaining that the request was sent to the FAA on 
05/13/09 asking for concurrence on the recommendation to award the contract to Power Plus. In 
addition, an amendment to the Grant was requested for an additional $18,525. The FAA verbally 
concurred an award for Power Plus for AIP-021 on 05/28/09 (faxed letter to be received by 
06/01/09). The total project costs for procurement and installation of the A WOS and instaUation 
of the airport beacon with tip~down pole with all electrical will be $206,907.62 making the 
Federal Grant needs $196,562 (95%), State grant needs $5,172 (2.5%) and the City share 
$5,173.62 (2.5%). The grant was previously issued for $178,037 so an amendment was 
requested. Amendments are approved when additional funding is less than 15% (or $26,705 in 
this case). 
MOVED by White and SECONDED to award the bid and authorize the Mayor to sign the 
contract for an Airport Beacon and tipdown pole installation. 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor announced that was time to make a decision on the recommendation of the 
Prosecuting Attorney Selection Board and the request to authorue the Mayor to sign a contract 
with the recommended parties. 
Police Chief, Bill Augsburger presented a staff report with the recommendation from the 
Prosecuting Attorney Interview Board to contract with the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's 
Office for Prosecuting Services in the amount of $598,357.88 which reflects a savings to the City of 
approximately $9,470.00 per month over the current arrangement with Hamilton, Michaelson and 
Hilty, LLP. Chief Augsburger further explained that he has assigned Lieutenant Greg Bjsbop to act 
as Liaison to facilitate the changeover from Hamilton, Michaelson and Hilty, LLP to which ever 
law office City Council decides upon. 
MOVED by Homer and SECONDED to approve the recommendations from the Prosecuting 
Attorney Interview Board for the City Prosecutor and to authorize the Mayor to sign the contract 
with the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office for Prosecuting Services in the amount 
of S598,357.88. The Mayor asked for a roll call vote with all Councilmembers voting YES. The 
Mayor declared the 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor opened a public hearing for a modification of an annexation and zoning 
development agreement entered into between the City of Nampa, and Heritage Pointe, LLC on 
May 15, 2006 modifying condition Sa to allow a 1,200 square foot minimum floor area rather than a 
1,600 square foot minimum floor area requirement for single family dwellings within the Heritage 
Pointe Subdivision annexed and zoned RS-7. 
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Robert Hobbs presented a staff report. 
Those appearing in favor of the request were: Kelly Miller, \ 8462 Sand Hollow Road; Tracy 
Kasper, 3041 South Whitepost Way, Eagle, Realtor with Siverhawk Realty, representing the 
Heritage Pointe project. 
Those appearing in opposition to the request were: David Arm.strong, 1609 West Blaine Avenue; 
Shane Huston, 1608 West Dworshak Place; Gregory Newton, 1609 West Dworshak Place; and 
Clint Tyler, 1622 West Tamarack Drive. 
Tracy Casper presented a rebuttal addressing concerns raised during public testimony. 
MOVED by Thome and SECONDED to close the public heining. 
MOTION CA,RR1ED 
MOVED by Kren and SECONDED to approve the modification of an annexation and zoning 
development agreement entered into between the City of Nampa, and Heritage Point, LLC on 
May 15, 2006 modifying condition Sa to allow for 1,400 square foot minimwn floor areas rather 
than the 1,600 square foot minimum floor area requirement for single family dwellings in Heritage 
Pointe Subdivision annexed and zoned RS-7 with the condition that the Council be assured that the 
weeds and debris are mowed and cleaned up and the sign at the entrance of the Subdivision is fixed 
before the third reading of the Ordinance and authorize the City Attorney to draw the appropriate 
Ordinance. The Mayor asked for a roll call vote with all Councilmembers voting YES. The Mayor 
declared the 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor opened a public hearing for an annexation development agreement zoning to IL for 
10.2 acres and to RS-22 for 3.03 acres at 1122 and 1214 Southside Boule,fard and 3304 Wilson 
Lane for B & A Engineers, Inc. on behalf ofWiJliam Cushing. 
Joe Canning, B&A Engineers Inc, 5505 West Franklin Road, Boise presented the request. 
Robert Hobbs presented a staff report. 
Jennell Needs, Dairld Wurtz, William Cushing and Darrin Walton signed up to speak in favor of the 
request but opted not to speak. 
Jerry Labrum, 1402 Southside Boulevard appeared with concerns about Recreational Vehicles and 
such being parked outside the storage units. 
Those appearing in opposition to the request were: Darren Crayst 3315 Kayden Lane; R. W. Cook 
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Lane; Ray Becker, 3403 Wilson Lane; Sharon Sanchez, l l 16 Southside Boulevard; Charlotte 
Janine Ward, 3320 Wilson Lane; and Paula Crawford, 3412 Wilson Lane. 
Joe Canning presented a rebuttal on concerns raised during testimony forward. 
MOVED by Homer and SECONDED to close the public hearing. 
MOTION CARRIED 
MOVED by White and SECONDED to deny the annexation and development agreement 
zoning to IL for 10.2 acres and to RS-22 for 3.03 acres at ll22 and 1214 Southside Boulevard 
and 3304 Wilson Lane for B & A Engineers, Inc. on behalf of William Cushing. The Mayor asked 
for a roJJ call vote with all Councilmembers voting YES. The Mayor declared the 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor opened a public hearing for a variance for: a) substandard lot size; b) diminished 
setbacks, and c) the requirement for at least two paved off street parking spaces (with at least one 
space contained within a single car garage or under a carport); for property located in an RS-6 zone 
at 91S 10th Street South. The applicant Richard Robertson states the existing dwelling is in 
disrepair and with the approval of the variance the intent js to construct a new foundation, move the 
structure five feet to the east, restore the house and add approximately 200 square foot of finished 
space to the rear, and provide an extended depth carport. 
Richard Robertsons, applicant, 10974 State Highway 78, Melba, presented the request. 
Norm Holm presented a staff report. 
No one appeared in favor of or in opposition to the request 
MOVED by White and SECONDED to close the public hearing. 
MOTION CARRIED 
MOVED by Thome and SECONDED to approve the preceding variance request for a) 
substandard lot size; b) diminished setbacks, and c) the requirement for at least two paved off street 
parking spaces (with at least one space contained within a single car garage or under a carport); for 
property located in an RS-6 zone at 915 10th Street South for Richard Robertson with conditions 
as outlined by staff except that condition #7 be modified to allow the sidewalk construction be 
deferred until such time the City deems it necessary to be constructed. The Mayor asked for a roll 
call vote with all Councilmembers voting YES. The Mayor declared the 
MOTION CARRIED 
The Mayor presented a request to authorize the Mayor to sign a Memorandum of 






Michael Fuss presented a staff report explaining that on February 4, 2008, Staff presented 
infonnation to City Council regarding a Letter Agreement between the City and VanAuker. 
• Council directed Staff at that time to work with VanAuker and report back with possible 
solutions. 
• Staff has worked with VanAuker for over a year on the various details of the agreement. 
• J-U-B Engineers (JUB) was hired to assist Staff and consider the ramifications of various 
alternatives for the Birch Latecomers Fee Agreement. 
• IDB proposed several alternative solutions in its Memo dated May 5, 2009 
• The alternatives were as follows: 
o Option 1 - Pay Now: City pays to escrow the amount due from V anAuker 
Properties. 
o Option 2 - Pay as Properties Develop: City pays to escrow the amount due from 
a VanAuker property as the property develops. 
o Option 3 - Withhold Distribution Payments to Nampa: City's portion of 
latecomers payments are distributed to escrow until such time as all of VanAuker 
obligation is fulfilled. 
o Option 4 - Continue to Charge VanAuker Same as Others: City charges 
VanAuker like all other Birch latecomers and Letter Agreement does not apply. 
o Option 5 - Increase Latecomers Fees for Birch Basin: Modify latecomers 
agreement to increase payments required to offset loss, not charging VanAuker. 
• JUB Recommendation - Option 2 
o Validates agreement letter 
o Reduces impacts on City finances 
o "Pay As You Go" system 
o Does not impact latecomers agreement or payment to parties in escrow agreement 
• Staff concurs with JUB recommendation of Option 2 
• Staff, JUB, and VanAuk.er have worked with the City Attorney to prepare a 
Memorandum of Understanding between the City and VanAuker to outline the details of 
Option2 
MOVED by Thome and SECONDED to authorize the Mayor to sign the Memorandum of 
Agreement with VanAuker for Option #las recommended by staff. 
MOTIQN CARRIED 
The Mayor presented a request to discuss an LID 147 settlement agreement with Rick Lawron. 
Michael Fuss presented a staff report. 
MOVED by Kren and SECONDED to authorize the Mayor to sign the LID 147 settlement 




HOLLAND&HART .. ~ 
May 24, 2010 
VlA FAX and U.S. MAIL 
Samuel Laughecd 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
I I 15 Albany Street, 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Re: Bob Henry v. ,John Bujak ct al. 
Dear Mr. Laugheed: 
Erik F. Stidham 
efstidham@hollandhart.com 
I represent Bob Henry related to the Petition under Idaho Code Section 9-343 
(CYl0-5610) filed on May 21, 2010 ("Petition"). 
I am writing to you based on my understanding that you will be representing 
John T. Bujak (in his official capacity), the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's 
office, and Canyon County (collectively "Defendants") regarding the Petition. If my 
understanding is incorrect, please inform me as soon as possible as to who will be 
serving as Defendants' counsel. 
Given the expedited nature of the proceedings pursuant to Jdaho Code Section 9-
343, my client needs to move quickly to prepare for the hearing. As a result, it is 
imperative that we get depositions set as soon as possible. Based on information 
disclosed to date, my client wishes to take the following depositions: 
1) Dave Ferdinand fl, 
2) Tracie Lloyd, 
3) Kathryn Alder, 
3) 30(b)6 Witness for Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney Office, and 
4) John T. Bajak. 
My preference would be to set the depositions as follows: Ferdinand at 9 a.m. on 
June 2, Lloyd at I :30 p.m. on June 2, Alder at 9 a.m. on June 3, 30(b)(6) at 1 p.m. on 
June 3, and Bujak at 9:30 a.m. on June 4. Please tell me what times work for your 
clients. We will do everything that we can reasonably do to accommodate your clients' 
schedules. Having said that, given lhe need to get this matter ready for hearing on an 
cxped~ted basis, we want to complete these depositions by June 8. 
Holland & Hart 1.,• 
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Further, Bujak's recent statements to the Idaho Press Tribune should be 
addressed. In an article dated May 21, 2010, the Idaho Press Tribune writes that Bujak 
accused my client of being a ''stalking horse" for the Hamilton, Michaelson & Hilty 
firm. 
It is entirely inappropriate for a public official to attempt to apply public 
pressure to discourage a citizen from pursuing a public records request. I would hope 
that you would advise Bujak to stop this tactic. If not, I will ask Judge Hoff to address 
the issue. To be clear, Henry is pursuing the matter because Canyon County has 
violated the public records laws and has refused to provide public records evidencing 
the use of more than $200,000 in Canyon County funds. 
My client would be willing to stay proceedings on the petition if Bujak would 
immediately provide an independent forensic accountant with complete access to all 
records and accounts so that a full audit and a complete report could be issued 
regarding the expenditure of all funds paid by cities, including Nampa, for prosecuting 
services. 
I look forward to your response. 
Sincerely, 
Erik F. Stidham 
of Holland & Hart 1.1P 
1·:n,1ct1j 
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May 25, 2010 
VfA FAX 
Samuel Laugheed 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
1115 Albany Street, 
Caldwell, TD 83605 
Re: Bob Henry v. John Bujak et al. 
Dear Mr. Laugheed: 
Erik F. Stidham 
efstidham@hollandhart.com 
Jam writing to follow up on my letter to you dated May 24, 2010 ("May 24 
Letter"). 
I realize that the May 24 Letter was sent late in the day and that I am not giving 
you much time to respond. 
Nevertheless, given the expedited nature of the process and given my need to 
schedule other matters, I was hoping to get the depositions in this case set quickly. 
Again, if you are not representing the parties, please direct me to the attorney 
who will be handling the matter. 
I look forward to your response. 
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Erik F. Stidham 
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JOHN T. BUJAK 
Canyon County Prosecut.lng Attorney 
Canyon counry Cou~-M • 1115 AAtMlny 5trNI • c.tdw•I~ lD &1605 
Talephon.: (201)4k-l 311 • Oen,,.I Fu ! f201)4$4-l4?4 • CIYII Fui (2Gl)'$$-.SIS:5 
e.m,11: fbuJ•kQc•nyonoo.orv 
Timothy L. Fleming 
Chief of Staff 
Sent Via Focs.lmllw and Email 
Enl< P. Stldham 
HolllllCI Jt Hart 
P.O. Box 2527 
Boi>e. ldoho 83701-2527 
Foulml/,: J4J-ll6' 
t/ stfilb .,,;y,oll011dltut.,om 
Rt: Bob Htttr:, •· Jo4tt 8,qok, ,t of 
Dear Mr. Stldlwn: 
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I ha~ reviOl'ed )'OW' le1tttdaled May 25. 2010. as weU as your lener dated Moy 24. 
2.010. regatding depositions in lhis mmcr. We ue: cuncndy "'1J:rk:ing hard on some preliminary 
issue, tha1 mus1 be answcnd before we can give you a response. Because oflhc absence o(two 
(2) commlalonm thb "'«k. we do not have a quon,m of the board unlit T\JC$day. and then O<lly 
for • rew houn In the moming. Compow,ding the problem is 11w most of the board wlU be 
o.bsen1 the rcll or1h1u week. 
We will uy our very bcn ,o gel I definitive 8JlS\YCJ' U> you by June 2. 2010 by the end of 
the business day, Thank you for your poiienc:e, and as always, pleaoc:do no1 hesilal<: U><all. 
TAK:11 
~ ,e1 .. ---.. 
Deputy Prosecuting Anorncy 
000:176 
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JOHN T. BUJAK 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
canyon County Counhoun • 1115 Albany StrHt • Caldwell, ID aaaos 
Ttlephona: (20a)454-7391 • G1n1ral Fu : {208) 454-747.4 • Civil Fax: i208}455·5955 
Em,n: Jbufa.k@canyonco.org 
"' 
iltnothY L. Ftomtng 
Chlaf of Staff 
M•flndo Loogoria 
Office Mo.nager 
SenJ Via U.S. Mail and FaQ·imilt 
1,rik F. Stidham 
Holland & Han 
P.O. Box 2527 
Jloiso, Idaho 83701-2527 
/-"acsimile: J0-8869 
Re: Bob lle.nry v. John Bu.Jak, t i al 
Dear Mr. Stidham: 
lune 2, 2010 
Thank you for your lener da1ed May 28. 2010 as well as your email dated May 28, 2010. 
I'd like to respond 10 Lhosc issues, as well as some other issues raised in our last tcleph011e calJ. 
First, J eppreciate the suggestion lhat you would consider amcodiog tbc pleadings in I.he 
above-e-ntitled mauer lO obviate rhe County·~ need 10 potentially hire conflict anomey(s). While 
I wouldn't objc.ct to any such amendment at 1his poin11 I think the litigation should be presented 
to the Court under Mr. Hcnry•s rerms alone. 
Second, r consnltcd with the Commissioners yesterday morning. There appears to be no 
direct c.onflict of i01eres1 between Mr. Bujak and lhc Commissioners at the present time because 
the records detued to Mr. Henry are neither ''county records., nor "public records" by virtue of 
lhc Amendment to the PST Agrcemcnc and Resolution No. 09-211 . 
With respect to the first pan of your May 28, 201 O lcncr, 1 do not unders1and how Mr. 
Bujak's letter lo the Attorney General is casting u "ncgntivc public tight'' on Mr. Henry. 
CettAi.nty, whether by design oc not, Mr. Henry's Petition can be read 10 create ao appearaoce of 
impropriety against both Mr. Bujak and the Com.m.i.ssioner.1. Mt. Bujak c.ontn.cled lhc /\ttomey 
General mindful of that unwan-.tnlctl appearance. Moreover. this office bas contacted Bar 
Counsel regarding conflict issues and has recommended independent legaJ counsel to the 
Commissionel'S for advice on this mutter, 411 in no effort to avoid any appearance of impropriety. 
With re.,pec.::t to 1he second part of your letter. we c.an neither igree to a stay of the 
proceedings nor agree to an invcsligation by M "·independcn1 fotensic aecountanl. ·• The issues in 
this lawsui1 are simple: \Vhetber Mr, Bujak as the Nampa contract prosecutor is a public. official, 
rutd whether his private bank a.ccount .srate.ments are publio rewrds. Mr. Rujak's. position js that 
he is not u public officitd Ill the contract Nampa prosecutor and lhat the records are 11ri-va1e, 
Q00:1.'77 
208- 4S5- 5955 Une 1 
Erik Stidham 
June 2, 2010 
Page 2 
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personal bank records. The public records issue central to Mr. Henry's Petition is required to be 
heard in 28 days per I.C. § 9-343(1 ), so the parties will know in short order whether or not these 
records must be disclosed, and by whom. Any sort of forensic accounting is putting the ''cart 
before the horse," so to speak, before the parties actually have an ultimate answer to the issues of 
the lawsuit. 
In fact, it may be worthwhile to explore vacating this matter without prejudice until after 
the County budget process concludes. The Commissioners and the various elected officials in 
Canyon County are starting the budgeting process within the next few weeks to close the current 
fiscal year, and begin exploring additional budget issues for the next fiscal year. Many of your 
client's questions -i.e. where did the $200,000 go - are expected to be answered in public 
meetings. Tb.is would serve to clear up any substantive issues without compromising Mr. 
Bujak's rights as a private citizen. 
FinaJly, with respect to your email request to depose Mr. Bujak on JW1e 4, 2010, there are 
many legal and factual impediments regarding your request. First, as you know, we spoke to the 
Commissioners yesterday and they may be consulting with a conflict attorney hopefully soon. 
Second, per I.C. § 9-343(1), we are still awaiting a scheduling order from the Court for 
responsive pleadings and hearings, and what, if any, discovery is permissible in this public 
records action. 'Third, LR.C.P. 30(a) does not pennit depositions without Court consent within 
30 days of filing of the Petition. Fourth, three (3) days notice prior to any deposition is 
unreasonable in lieu of l.R.C.P. 30(b)(l ), particularly when there are parties not yet represented 
by counseJ, lhe action was filed last week, and the proposed witness is very busy as the 
prosecuting attorney of the second largest county in the state ofidaho. I propose that we await 
the Court's scheduling order before any decisions regarding depositions take place. 
As always, please do not hesitate to call with any questions or concerns you may have. 
Sincerely, ~ ,frM 










Friday, May 28, 2010 2:25 PM 
'Ty Ketlinski' 
Cc: Debbie Jenkins; Dean Bennett 
Subject: RE: Henry v. Bujak 
Ty, 
Thank you for the email. 
We would like to proceed with the deposition of Mr. Bujak on June 4. We can address the other depositions later. Will he 
accept service or can you accept service on his behalf? 
Erik F. Stidham 
Holland & Hart LLP 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1400 
Boise, ID 83702 
Phone (208) 342-5000 
Mobile (208) 283-8278 
Fax (208) 343-8869 
E-mail: §.f.S.tid.bam@hollandhart.com 
HOLLAND& !-f A: RT. »J 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is confidential and may be privUeged. If you believe that this email has been sent to you 
in error, please reply to the sender that you received the message in error; then please delete this e-mail. Thank you. 
From: Ty Ketlinski (mailto:tketlinski@canyonco.org] 
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 9:19 AM 
To: Erik Stidham 
Subject: Henry v. Bujak 
Hi Erik, 
To answer your question about amending the petition, without consulting with the commissioners I can't give 




May 28, 2010 
VIA FAX 
Ty Ketlinski 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Re: Bujak Letter dated May 24, 2010 
Dear Mr. Ketlinski: 
Erik F. Stidham 
efst!dham@hollandhart.com 
As you know, I represent Bob Henry ("Henry") related to the Petition under 
Idaho Code Section 9-343 (CVI0-5610) filed on May 21, 2010 ("Petition"). 
Earlier this afternoon, Mr. Henry was contacted by a reporter seeking comment 
on a letter dated May 24, 2010 sent by Mr. Bujak ("Letter") to the Criminal Division of 
the Idaho Attorney General's Office and copied to a reporter from the Idaho Press-
Tribune. Mr. Henry was provided a copy of the Letter. 
I just reviewed the Letter. My concern is that Mr. Bujak is attempting cast 
Mr. Henry in a negative public light by mischaracterizing Mr. Henry's public records 
lawsuit as a naive attempt to challenge Idaho Code Section 31-3113. Mr. Bujak must 
know that is not the purpose of Mr. Henry's Petition. Mr. Henry is not challenging a 
statute; he is attempting to find out where more than $200,000 in Canyon County funds 
have gone. 
The documents which have been provided to Mr. Henry to date, through his prior 
public records requests, clearly indicate that the Prosecution Services Term Agreement 
("PST Agreement") was set up to be an inter-agency agreement between Canyon 
County and the City of Nampa. The PST Agreement does not appear to be a personal 
contract for the financial benefit of Mr. Bujak. When Mr. Bujack is referred to in the 
relevant contract documents, it appears that he is always being referred to in his official 
capacity (e.g., JOHN T. BUJACK, CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING 
ATTORNEY), not as an individual. In turn, given that Mr. Bujak does not appear to be 
contracting as an individual, Mr. Henry understandably believes the payments from the 
City of Nampa are public funds. 
Again, Mr. Henry would be willing to stay proceedings on the petition if Bujak 
would immediately provide an independent forensic accountant with complete access to 
Holland& Hart u,, 
Phone [2081 342-5000 Fax [208] 343-B869 www.holl~ndhan.com 
101 South Capitol Boulevard Suite 1400 Boise, ID 83702 Mailing Address P.O. Box 2527 Boise, ID 83701-2527 




HOLLAND&HART~ 'J Ty Ketlinski May 28, 2010 
Page 2 
all records and accounts so that a full audit and a complete report could be issued 
regarding the expenditure of all funds paid by cities, including Nampa, for prosecuting 
services. 
I appreciate that you are working through potential conflict of interests and 




cc: Client (via e-mail) 
48285 I 8_1.DOC 
Sincerely, 
2-stidham -----------




From: Ty Ketlinski [tketlinski@canyonco.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 02, 2010 2:00 PM 
To: Erik Stidham 
Subject: RE: Just letting you know 
Until the court renders it appropriate, that is correct. 
Beyond the procedural reasons I set forth in the letter, there appears to be a 
scope issue with respect to a deposition as well. It seems to me that all the 
information needed for this case is attached to Henry's petition. I'm not sure 
what additional information he would need from Bujak through a deposition (other 
than information contained in the requested bank records, which our position is 
that they are private, personal records). In other words, I do not see how a 
deposition constrained to the nature and narrow issues of this case would be 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
In the event your client chooses to expedite this issue before the court, please 
know that I will be out of town next Thursday and Friday (the 10th and 11th ). I 
would appreciate it if you could accommodate my schedule accordingly. 
Please let me know if you need anything further. And again, sorry about the 
delay getting back to you. 
From: Erik Stidham [mailto:EFStidham@hollandhart.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 02, 2010 01:33 PM 
To: Ty Ketlinski 
Cc: Dean Bennett 
Subject: RE: Just letting you know 
Ty, 
Quick question. Am I correct in understanding that your clients are not willing to agree to be deposed and are contending 
that Henry needs to get an order from the Court before they will submit to a deposition? 
From: Ty Ketlinski [mailto:tketlinski@canyonco.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 02, 2010 1:20 PM 
To: Erik Stidham 
Subject: RE: Just letting you know 
Sorry about that ..... a little late on my part. 
From: Erik Stidham [mailto:EFStidham@hollandhart.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 02, 2010 12:42 PM 
To: Erik Stidham; Ty Ketlinski 
Cc: Debbie Jenkins; Dean Bennett 
Subject: RE: Just letting you know 
Ty, 
6/7/2010 000182 
I stand corrected. My assistant jus 
Erik F. Stidham 
Holland & Hart LLP 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1400 
Boise, ID 83702 
Phone (208) 342-5000 
Mobile (208) 283-8278 
Fax (208) 343-8869 
E-mail: efstidham@hollandhart.com 
· t me your fax. 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is confidential and may be privileged. If you believe that this email has been sent to you in 
error, please reply to the sender that you received the message in error; then please delete this e-mail. Thank you. 
I 
From: Erik Stidham 
sent: Wednesday, June 02, 2010 12:36 PM 
To: 'Ty Ketlinski' 
Cc: Debbie Jenkins; Dean Bennett 
Subject: RE: Just letting you know 
Ty, 
I have not yet received the promised fax. 
Erik F. Stidham 
Holland & Hart LLP 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1400 
Boise, ID 83702 
Phone (208) 342-5000 
Mobile (208) 283-8278 
Fax (208) 343-8869 
E-mail: ~fstidham@hollandhart.com 
[-~-------------' 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is confidential and may be privileged. If you believe that this email has been sent to you in 
error, please reply to the sender that you received the message in error; then please delete this e-mail. Thank you. 
·---·---------·-··-·--------------------------------------------
From: Ty Ketlinski [mailto:tketlinskl@canyonco.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 01, 2010 4:32 PM 
To: Erik Stidham 
Subject: Just letting you know 
That I am almost done putting together a response to you about the various issues. I hope to get it on the fax 
machine before the close of business 
6/7/2010 0001.83 
./ 
In the Supreme Court of the State of 1ila~o.k ___ ~, 
ASSIGNMENT OF SENIOR JUDGE 




JUN 1 0 2010 
CANYON COUNTY CLER 
,J HEIDEMAN, DEPUTY 
The Court, having approved and designated KATHRYN A. STICKLEN to temporarily sit with any 
state court as a Senior Judge pursuant to Section 1-2005, Idaho Code, with all of the judicial powers of a 
regularly qualified justice or judge of the courts to which she may hereafter be assigned; and 
The Court having determined that the following assignment to Senior Judge KATHRYN A. 
STICKLEN is reasonably necessary and will promote the efficient administration ofjustice; 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Senior Judge KATHRYN A. STICKLEN be, and hereby is, 
assigned the case set forth below for purposes of any pending matters and all proceedings necessary for 
final disposition: 
Bob Henry v. John Bujak, et al. 
Canyon County Case No. CV 2010-5610 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED thal ifa court reporter is not available, Senior Judge KATHRYN A. 
ST]CKLEN may order that the proceedings to which she is assigned be recorded by an electronic device in 
lieu of stenographic means, which recording shall constitute the official record of this case. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the Clerk of the District Court shall cause a copy of this Order to 
be placed in a judge assignments file as a central registry of all judge assignments. Further, the Clerk of 
the District Court shall place a copy of this assignment order in the case ti le and serve a copy upon the 
parties or their counsel in the above entitled case. 
DA TED this __ Cf __ day of June 2010. 
ATTEST: 
~~ Step1len, Kenyon,Cek 
cc: Senior Judge Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Administrative District Judge Juneal C. Kerrick 
Trial Court Administrator Daniel L. Kessler 
By Order of the Supreme Court 
District Court Clerk William H. Hurst, Canyon County 
Administrative Director of the Courts, Patti Tobias 
Deputy Administrative Director of the Courts, Corrie Keller 
0001.84 
